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Razsirjen povzetek
Doktorske disertacije: Numericni model porazdelitve toka v varistor-
ski mikrostrukturi za optimizacijo prenapetostnih zascitnih naprav.
Vzporedno z razvojem, narascajoco kompleksnostjo in predvsem obcutljivostjo nizkona-
petostnih omrezij, je potrebno slednja ustrezno opremiti s cim bolj zanesljivo zascito pred
prenapetostnimi pojavi. V te namene se uporabljajo standardizirane naprave za prenape-
tostno zascito (ang. Surge Protective Devices (SPDs)), ki so sestavljene iz vsaj enega neli-
nearnega elementa (metal-oksidnega varistorja (MOV), iskrisca (ang. Spark Gap (SG)) ali
plinskega odvodnika (ang. Gas Discharge Tube (GDT))) in termicnega odklopnika [1{4].
Dandanes veliko komercialno dostopnih SPD naprav temelji na uporabi ZnO varistorjev
kot nelinearnih elementov [5{7].
Temelji ZnO varistorske tehnologije so bili razviti leta 1968 in kasneje predstavljeni v
prispevku Matsuoke [8], v katerem avtor opisuje detaljne lastnosti ZnO varistorjev, kot so
proizvodni procesi, nelinearne znacilnosti, temperaturne odvisnosti in podobno.
Zaradi mikrostrukturne zgradbe varistorske keramike ter porazdelitve aditivov in pro-
izvodnega procesa, je nehomogenost izrazita znacilnost vsakega varistorja. Eno od prvih
raziskav nehomogenosti varistorjev je naredil Mizukoshi et al. [9]. Po njihovih rezultatih
je kasneje K. Eda [10] analiziral preboj varistorja zaradi lokalizacije toka, povzrocene z va-
ristorsko nehomogenostjo. Dokazal je, da nehomogenost varistorske strukture predstavlja
kljucni faktor pri lokalizaciji elektricnega toka v varistorju. Greuter et al. [11] so ekspe-
rimentalno dokazali lokalizacijo elektricnega toka na mikronivoju z uporabo elektrolumi-
niscence [12]. Dejstvo, da "elektricna" nehomogenost ZnO varistorja ni povzrocena samo
z nehomogenostjo mikrostrukture, je dokazal Tao et al. [13]. Avtorji so eksperimentalno
dokazali, da vsak posamezni mikro-spoj predstavlja svojo lastno elektricno karakteristiko.
Sledi, da je porazdelitev elektricnega toka v ZnO varistorju dolocena s strukturno nehomo-
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genostjo, distribucijo elektricnih parametrov posameznih mikro-spojev in, kot je prikazano
v [9, 14], od prikljucene napetosti.
Prvi model pojava lokalizacije toka v varistorski keramiki je predstavil Vojta et al.
v [15]. Predstavljen model temelji na razumevanju varistorske mikrostrukture kot mreze
prostorsko enakomerno porazdeljenih nelinearnih uporov. Za natancnejso predstavitev
nehomogenosti varistorske keramike je Bartkowiak et al. [16] predlagal uporabo Voronoi
mreze kot modela varistorske keramike [6, 8, 17, 18]. Primerjava Voronoi mreze, prikazane
v [16], in SEM (ang. Scanning Electron Microscope) posnetkov ZnO varistorja, kot je na
primer prikazano v [17, 18] in na sliki 1.3, jasno nakazuje ustreznost taksnega pristopa
za modeliranje nakljucne mikrostrukture varistorja. V [16] so avtorji uporabili Voronoi
mrezo kot osnovo za generacijo neenakomerno povezane mreze nelinearnih uporov, kar
(kot prikazano v [15]) rezultira v resevanju sistema tokovnih enacb z uporabo analize
vezij. S pripisovanjem razlicnih (porazdeljenih) kolenskih napetostih in nelinearnih koe-
cientov uporom v Voronoi generirani mrezi so avtorji v [16] uspeli zdruziti strukturno in
"elektricno" nehomogenost varistorske keramike.
Po delu Bartkowiaka je bilo objavljenih vec prispevkov [14, 18{20], ki opisujejo rabo
numericnih modelov temeljecih na Voronoi mrezi za analiziranje ZnO varistorski karak-
teristik. He et al. v [14] predstavlja modeliranje nehomogene porazdelitve toka v ZnO
varistorjih z rabo Voronoi mreze in podaja odvisnost lokalizacije toka v odvisnosti od pri-
kljucene napetosti. Rezultati nakazujejo, da lokalizacija toka doseze maksimum v tako
imenovanem TOV (ang: temporary overvoltage) podrocju. TOV napetosti so napeto-
sti velikosti, ki presegajo vrednost kolenske napetosti varistorja in so hkrati manjse od
amplitud udarnih napetosti po "IEC 61643-11:2011 - Low voltage surge protective devi-
ces" standardu [21].
Modeliranje ZnO varistorjev na osnovi FEM (ang. Finite Element Method) analiz je
predstavil Lengauer et al. [22]. Avtorji so izvedli FEM analizo mehanskih obremenitev
v ZnO diskih, kjer je varistorska keramika predstavljena kot homogen cilinder. Avtorji
v [23] predstavljajo FEM model za izracun toplotnih izgub v varistorju, kjer v modelu
varistorsko keramiko predpostavijo kot homogen disk (enako kot v [22]). Bavelis et al. [24]
so predlagali 3D FEM model za analizo porazdelitve toka v ZnO varistorju, v katerem je
model mikrostrukture predstavljen z uporabo 3D Voronoi mreze. Velika pomanjkljivost
predlaganega modela je, da je FEM model uporabljen le pri izracunu matrike prevodnosti
posameznih ZnO zrn, ki je potem uporabljena v 3D mrezi nelinearnih uporov. Model,
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predstavljen v [24], torej rezultira v resevanju vezij brez popolnega resevanja elektricnega
in tokovnega polja v modelirani geometriji.
Long et al. [20] opisujejo casovno odvisni model varistorske mikrostrukture, ki vkljucuje
vpliv parazitne kapacitivnosti med-zrnskega sloja. Rezultati so pokazali, da Voronoi mreza
in rezultirajoca analiza vezij omogoca ustrezne modele za casovno odvisne simulacije vari-
storjev. V prejsnjih raziskavah [14{16,18{20,24,25] je med-zrnski oziroma med-vozliscni1
mejni pogoj deniran kot tokovno-napetostna (IV ) karakteristika, ki opisuje nelinearne
upore v rezultirajoci analizi modelnega vezja. V prejsnjih raziskavah je najpogosteje upo-
rabljen model med-zrnske karakteristike, ki temelji na modelu IV karakteristike dvojne
Schottky bariere z dodanimi empiricnimi izrazi, kot je na primer prikazano v [14{16].
Nadalje, noben od prej citiranih prispevkov ne prikazuje rezultatov modelov za dejan-
ski varistor, temvec normalizirane IV (JE) karakteristike, ki kazejo na velike razlike med
izmerjenimi in izracunanimi vrednostmi2.
Ob prenapetostnem pojavu, bodisi zaradi udara strele ali nihanja sistemske napetosti
(TOV prenapetosti), varistorski element odvede tok prenapetostnega pojava v ozemlji-
tveni sistem ter v veliki meri absorbira njegovo energijo. Delez absorbirane energije je
odvisen od razmerja impedanc ozemljitvenega sistema in varistorja. Zato je eden od
kljucnih parametrov varistorjev tako imenovana maksimalna energija akumulacije (ang.
Energy Absorption Capability (EAC)), ki doloca njihove zmogljivosti kot tudi karakteri-
stike unicenja.
V zgodnjih 80-ih letih prejsnjega stoletja je bilo ugotovljeno, da je energijska zmo-
gljivost varistorjev dolocena z njihovimi mikro-strukturnimi karakteristikami kot tudi z
obremenilnimi napetostnimi nivoji [9, 26]. Mizukoshi et al. [9] in Kan et al. [26] so ekspe-
rimentalno pokazali povezave med varistorsko nehomogenostjo, zacasno prenapetostjo in
energijsko zmogljivostjo, nakazujoc na njihove medsebojne odvisnosti.
Za poglobitev razumevanja energijske zmogljivosti varistorjev je K. Eda [10] predla-
gal model, ki je zmozen resevanja in napovedi elektro-termicnega obnasanja varistorja z
zelenimi obremenilnimi napetostmi in nehomogenostmi mikrostruktur. Predstavljen mo-
del bazira na razumevanju varistorja kot kompozita vec elektricno homogenih cilindrov, ki
so opisani z enako tokovno-napetostno IV karakteristiko (gostota toka - elektricno polje
1Prejsnje raziskave se koncajo z resevanjem nelinearnih elektricni vezij kar pomeni, da ko govorimo o
med-zrnski karakteristiki, pravzaprav govorimo o med-vozliscni karakteristiki (nelinearnem uporu).
2Pri podajanju rezultatov izracunanih in izmerjenih IV (JE) karakteristik avtorji uporabljajo loga-
ritmicno merilo. Potrebno se je zavedati, da ko primerjamo dve krivulji v logaritmicnem merilu, je na
videz majhna razlika v resnici lahko desetkratna ali vec.
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JE) z razlicnimi kolenskimi napetostmi. Neodvisno od geometrijske enostavnosti modela
so se dobljeni rezultati dobro ujemali z eksperimentalnimi podatki, nakazujoc na izredne
lokalizacije elektricnega toka oziroma Joulskih izgub in s tem povezane zmanjsanje ener-
gijske zmogljivosti pri TOV prenapetosti. Izredno lokalizirane Joulske izgube posledicno
vodijo do preboja varistorja (ang. puncture ali pinhole failure). Preboj je zelo pogost nacin
unicenja varistorja in se odraza v priblizno 1 milimeter siroki luknji v varistorskem telesu,
katere obod je sestavljen iz staljenih ZnO zrn, z bizmutom-nasicene faze (ang. Bismuth-
rich phase), in drugih kemijski sestavin, z zelo majhno ohmsko upornostjo (kratek stik).
Primer preboja varistorskega telesa je prikazan na sliki 1.7.
Nadaljnje raziskave teh pojavov je opravil Bartkowiaka et al. [27], kjer so avtorji pred-
stavili model varistorja, ki vkljucuje tudi modeliranje mehanskih napetosti, ki so posledica
velikih temperaturnih gradientov. Predstavljen model je poleg preboja varistorjev obrav-
naval tudi razpokanje (ang. cracking) varistorskega telesa zaradi mehanskih napetosti.
Prejsnje raziskave [9,10,14,26{29] so nedvoumno prikazale nepetostno-odvisno energij-
sko zmogljivost varistorja, kjer lahko opazamo  50% zmanjsanje energijske zmogljivosti
pri TOV napetosti v primerjavi z energijsko zmogljivostjo pri udaru. Tukaj kot "udar" ra-
zumemo tokovne impulze 8=20 ali 10=350 kot so denirani s standardom [21]. Slednja
ugotovitev se tudi odraza v prebojnih karakteristikah varistorjev, kjer lahko opazamo
eksponentni upad casa-do-unicenja (preboj varistorja) na TOV obmocju pri napetosti v
obmocju 1:1 1:4 kratnika nominalne (kolenske) napetosti varistorja [26, 30]. Nedavne
obsirne eksperimentalne ugotovitve Tuczek et al. [31] so se enkrat potrdile prejsnje ekspe-
rimentalne kot tudi simulacijske rezultate.
Prav gotovo, kot je bilo prej ze prej razlozeno, je tako nezazeleno zmanjsanje energijske
zmogljivosti varistorjev na TOV obmocju posledica izrazite lokalizacije toka v varistorski
mikrostrukturi, kjer je tokovno (energijsko) efektiven volumen drasticno zmanjsan. Kvan-
titativne ocene zmanjsanja efektivnega volumna varistorja pri razilicnih napetosti so se
vedno negotove. Vojta et al. [15, 32] je slonec na rezultatih simulacij postavil mejo mini-
malnega efektivnega volumna (najvecja lokalizacija toka) na  10%, pri cemer nedavno
IEC porocilo (IEEE C62.55-2017 - IEEE Guide for Surge Protection of DC Power Feeds
to Remote Radio Heads [33]) postavlja to mejo na 2%.
Zaradi pogoste rabe varistorjev v prenapetostni zasciti in pomembnosti sodobne pre-
napetostne zascite v modernih energetskih in podatkovnih sistemih, je nehomogenost va-
ristorjev in z njo povezana lokalizacija toka se vedno tema raziskav [6, 34{38].
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Problematika ki jo obravnava doktorska disertacija, izhaja iz potrebe po izdelavi nu-
mericnih modelov, ki bi zajeli cim vec zikalnih pojavov, ki opisujejo delovanje varistorjev.
S tem zelimo omogociti bolj poglobljeno razumevanje problematike nehomogenosti vari-
storskih mikrostruktur ter nove nacine modeliranja slednjih.
V prvem delu doktorske disertacije sem opisal izdelavo dvo-dimenzionalnega (2D) FEM
modela, ki omogoca modeliranje varistorske mikrostrukture predstavljene (zgrajene) z upo-
rabo Voronoi mreze. V izdelanem modelu predstavljajo elementi Voronoi mreze dejanska
zrna varistorske keramike s svojimi geometrijskimi, snovnimi in mejnimi lasnostimi. Pri-
kaz mikrostrukture varistorja, dobljene z 2D Voronoi mrezo, je podan na sliki 1. Za dano
geometrijo, prikazano na sliki 1, je bilo v celoti resevano elektricno polje in porazdelitev
toka.
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GNDelektroda
3
m
m
15 mm
Slika 1: Model varistorske mikrostrukture generirane z uporabo Voronoi mreze. Bela crta
oznacuje obrezani del slike.
Za pravilno vzpostavitev FEM modela je bil razvit nov pristop deniranja mejnih
pogojev med ZnO zrni, pri cemer je osnovna zahteva za ustrezen numericen mejni pogoj v
modelirani mikrostrukturi, da se ta odraza v cim bolj ustrezni (natancni) IV karakteristiki
modeliranega varistorja.
Za pravilno deniranje mejnega med-zrnskega pogoja je bil razvit makroskopski model
varistorja, ki sloni na upodobitvi varistorja kot sestava dveh makroskopskih zrn, ki tvorita
napetostno-odvisno (in tudi nelinearno) povrsinsko upornost GB v (
m
2).
Iz makroskopskega modela ter iz IV karakteristike dejanskega varistorja so bili izpeljani
analiticni izrazi za dolocitev napetostno-odvisne povrsinske upornosti GB, ki je podana z
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enacbo (1),
G(V )=
0BBB@ 9b3
b2W

9b3
 
10
 b1
b2 (jV j+) 1b2   1ln(10)=b2
1CCCA
ln(10)
;
(V ) =
AMOV
G(V )Nv
;
GB(VGB; TGB)=
(V ) l
(V )+l
;
(1)
kjer so b1; b2; b3 empiricni (prosti) parametri modela varistorske karakteristike [39, 40], 
numericni faktor za izogib deljenja z niclo ( << Vn), AMOV povrsina izbranega varistorja
iz katerega sledi izpeljava G(V ), Nv povprecno stevilo zrn v vertikalni smeri (smeri elek-
tricnega polja), l uhajalna (zaporna) med-zrnska povrsinska upornost in W() Lambertova
funkcija. Izpeljani med-zrnski mejni pogoj je nato implementiran v FEM analizi kot mejni
pogoj tokovne gostote podan z izrazom (2),
 ~n  ~JGB =  1
GB (VGB)
(V1   V2); (2)
kjer so V1, V2 potenciali na nasprotnih straneh med-zrnskega spoja (med-zrnske povrsinske
upornosti), VGB = jV1   V2j napetost med-zrnskaga spoja in ~n vektor normale na med-
zrnsko povrsino. Enacba (2) je nato dodeljena vsaki meji med zrni prikazani na sliki 1.
Naslanjajoc se na enacbi (1) in (2) lahko ugotovimo, da je nelinearno in napetostno od-
visno obnasanje varistorskega modela v celoti pogojeno z izpeljano povrsinsko upornostjo
GB. Za potrditev modela je bila izvedena primerjava dejanske in simulirane varistorske
karakteristike, ki je prikazana na sliki 2.
Po odlicnem ujemanju meritev in simulacij je sledilo kvantitativno ovrednotenje lo-
kalizacije toka v varistorski mikrostrukturi. Za dodatno preverjanje ustreznosti modela
sem izvedel primerjavo izracunane ter izmerjene lokalizacije toka. To sem izvedel tako,
da sem varistorsko elektrodo razdelil na vec segmentov ter, pri hkratnem napajanju vsa-
kega segmenta, za posamezen segment izmeril tok. Ta tok sem nato primerjal s skupno
(povprecno) vrednostjo toka. Enak postopek je bil izveden tudi v simulacijskem okolju.
Rezultati lokalizacije toka za razlicne napajalne napetsti so prikazani na sliki 3.
Varistorska elektroda povrsine 16 cm2 je bila razdeljena na 16 segmentov. Ker je bila
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simulacija opravljena v 2D prostoru, ni bila mogoca 1:1 preslikava segmentacije varistorske
elektrode. Zato sem ekvivalentno razdelil modelirano elektrodo na 1/4 povrsine ter za vsak
segment izracunal tok.
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Slika 2: Izmerjena in simulirana IV karakteristika varistorskega vzorca. Na karakteristiki
so oznacena tudi tipicna delovna podrocja. Zaporno podrocje doloca nivoje uhajalnega
(ang. leakage) toka. Nelinearno podrocje doloca tokove pri napetostih vecje od kolenske
napetosti varistorja, zato se to podrocje v praksi ujema s TOV prenapetostmi. Drugace
povedano, ko govorimo o TOV podrocju, se nanasamo na ta del varistorske karakteristike.
Podrocje udarov doloca maksimalne napetosti na varistorju pri tokovnih udarih oziroma
denira delovanje varistorja v primeru prenapetostnega udara.
Rezultati so pokazali ocitno lokalizacijo toka, pri cemer je maksimalna lokalizacija
dosezena pri napajalni napetosti v blizini kolenske (nominalne) napetosti varistorja. Raz-
lika med velikostjo lokalizacije toka (tok segmenta deljen s povprecnim tokom) med iz-
merjenimi in izracunanimi vrednostmi je posledica 2D-3D preslikave, kot tudi drugih nu-
mericnih pogreskov. Rezultat jasno nakazuje, da je maksimalna lokalizacija toka dosezena
pri TOV napetosti, pri udarnem in zapornem podrocju pa izrazito upade.
Po ovrednotenju rezultatov 2D simulacije in potrditve ustreznosti izpeljanega med-
zrnskega mejnega pogoja sem model varistorske strukture nadgradil v tri-dimenzionalen
(3D) prostor ter zikalni model iz elektricnega v termo-elektricni. Izdelan model je
omogocil dodatne analize dinamicnega obnasanja varistorjev pri TOV prenapetostih. Ceprav
so prejsnje raziskave [22,23,41,42] obravnavale elektrotermicne lastnosti varistorjev, slednje
praviloma slonijo na obravnavi varistorja kot homogenega telesa, s tem pa ne omogocajo
vkljucitev pojava lokalizacije toka in s tem povezanih drugih pojavov.
Primerjava brusene varistorske povrsine in 2D Voronoi mreze pokaze dobro podob-
nost, ceprav se v 3D prostoru ta hitro izgubi. Zato sem za generiranje 3D varistorske
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mikrostrukture uporabil takoimenovani model rasti zrn (ang. graingrowth [43]) namesto
Voronoi mreze, ker slednja ne upodobi resnicne sfericnosti zrn.
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Slika 3: Izmerjena in simulirana lokalizacija toka (tok segmenta deljen s povprecnim to-
kom) na segmentirani varistorski elektrodi za razlicne prikljucene napetosti. Varistor
povrsine 16 cm2 je bil razdeljen na 16 segmentov. Ker je simulacija 2D, je bila 1:1 pre-
slikava segmentacije varistorske elektrode nemogoca, zato je bila modelirana elektroda
ekvivalentno razdeljena na 1/4 povrsine.
Nakljucna 3D mikrostruktura je bila generirana z Neper programskim okoljem [44] in
potem uvozena v COMSOL okolje za FEM analizo. Dejanski varistor vsebuje izredno
veliko stevilo zrn (  109), zato je simulacija celotne mikrostrukture prakticno nemogoca.
Zato sem se v tem delu osredotocil na modeliranje manjsega dela varistorske mikrostruk-
ture predstavljene s 100m3 polikristalno kocko s 3000 zrni, ki rezultira v povprecni
velikosti zrn okoli 7:5 m, kar je tipicno za moderne varistorje (glej sliko 3.2). Velja
omeniti, da smo imeli v 2D modelu milimeterske velikosti zrn, ker je bila osnovna naloga
primerjava realnega in simuliranega varistorja ter ovrednotenje izpeljanega med-zrnskega
mejnega pogoja.
Za namene 3D simulacije pa sem se odlocil modelirati dejanske velikosti zrn in pri-
merjati na velikost varistorja in simulacije normalizirani IV karakteristiki. S pomocjo 3D
modela sem izracunal, kot je bilo narejeno z tudi 2D modelom, faktor participacije p, ki
podaja procentualno stevilo zrn, ki sodelujejo v prevajanju toka.
Faktor participacije poda kvantitativno oceno zmanjsanja efektivnega volumna va-
ristorskega telesa pri absorbciji energije. Rezultati faktorja participacije so prikazani na
sliki 4, kjer lahko vidimo, da je pri prenapetosti 1:1 kratnika kolenske napetosti (kolenskega
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elektricnega polja) faktor participacije najmanjsi in sicer okoli 4%. Izracunana vrednost
faktorja participacije je mnogo manjsa kot pri 2D analizi ( 20%), hkrati pa se dobro
ujema z empricnimi ocenami v [33], ki navaja vrednost ( 2%). Tukaj velja omeniti,
da izracun oziroma priblizna ocena faktorja participacije podana v [33] izhaja iz ocene
povprecnega dviga temperature varistorskega telesa pri podani energiji akumulacije, pri
cemer so avtorji uporabili skoraj dvakrat vecjo toplotno kapaciteto varistorske keramike,
kot je bila uporabljena v tem delu. V primeru uporabe enake toplotne kapacite, bi avtorji
prisli do  4% vrednosti faktorja participacije.
Skladno z zmanjsanjem efektivnega volumna se spreminja tudi maksimalna energija
absorbcije varistorja (ang. Energy Absorption Capability (EAC)), ki je tudi prikazana
na sliki 4. S slike 4 lahko odcitamo, da je maksimalna energija absorbcije (2 kJ=cm3)
dosezna pri prenapetosti, ki nastanejo pri udarih, docim je maksimalna energija absorb-
cije pri TOV prenapetosti za faktor 4 manjsa. Izracunane vrednosti se dobro ujemajo
z eksperimentalnimi rezultati [28, 31]. Iz rezultatov, prikazanih na sliki 4, lahko vidimo,
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Slika 4: Modra s krogi: Napetostno odvisen faktor participacije p(V ) v odvisnosti od
prikljucene prenapetosti E=En, kjer je En nominalno oz. kolensko elektricno polje modela
varistorja (En = Vn=dMOV). Redeca s trikotniki: Napetostno odvisna maksimalna energija
absorbcije EAC v odvisnosti od aplicirane prenapetosti. Najnizje vrednosti EAC dosezejo
okoli 300  400 J=cm3 v TOV obmocju.
da je v TOV podrocju prevajanje toka v varistorski mikrostrukturi izredno lokalizirano,
kar pripelje do lokaliziranih Joulskih izgub oziroma vroce tocke (ang. hot spot). Ta se
postopoma siri po varistorski mikrostrukturi ter pripelje do zelo znanega nacina unicenja
varistorja v obliki preboja, ki ustvari zelo prevodno pot oziroma kratek stik varistorja.
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V tretjem delu doktorske disertacije sem analiziral casovni potek tokovnega signala
varistorja pri TOV preobremenitvah. V trenutku priklopa varistorja na TOV prenape-
tost pricne zacetna vrednost toka upadati in scasoma preide v kvazi-stacionarne razmere.
Po dolocenem casu zacne vrednost toka znova narascati in ga z obcutnim pregrevanjem
pripelje do preboja.
S pomocjo 3D simulacije in eksperimentalnih rezultatov sem izvedel analize in razi-
skal zikalne procese, ki narekujejo taksno prevajanje toka. Rezultati so pokazali, da je
zacetni upad toka pogojen s karakteristicnim nabojem (qc), ki pritece v varistor, docim
je ponovni porast toka in posledicno termicni pobeg oziroma preboj varistorja pogojen s
karakteristicno absorbirano energijo ec. Zacetni upad toka bi bil lahko povezan s takoime-
novanimi polarizacijskimi tokovi varistorjev, ki so obravnavani v [45]. Polarizacijski tokovi
se pojavijo pri prikljucitvi varistorja na enosmerno ali izmenicno napetost. Pri prikljucitvi
varistorja na napetost stece polarizacijski tok, ki s casom pojema, dokler varistor ne pre-
ide v stacionarne razmere. Odziv je zelo podoben odzivu RC vezja. Avtorji v [45, 46]
opisujejo vzroke in znacilnosti polarizacijskih tokov kot tudi meritve slednjih. V [45, 46]
so avtorji izvedli meritve polarizacijskih tokov v zapornem podrocju varistorjev, ampak
dejstvo je, da v tem podrocju nevarnosti termicnega pobega ni. Zato je opazovani casovni
potek tokov v TOV podrocju, ki so reda > 1 mA=cm2, tezko povezati s polarizacijskimi
tokovi, ki so reda < 1 mA=cm2.
V nadaljevanju sem izdelal fenomenoloski model odziva varistorja za celotno podrocje
prevajanja in slednjega implementiral v Spice knjiznico. Model je bil nato experimentalno
preverjen tako za DC kot tudi AC razmere. Iskaze se, da se lahko prej razlozena casovna
oblika toka obravnava kot premik staticne varistorske IV krivulje v levo (v smeri manjsega
toka) ali desno (v smeri vecjega toka). Tako implementacijo varistorske krivulje, ki obrav-
nava zacetni upad toka (premik karakteristike v smeri manjsega toka (glej sliko 2)), kvazi
stacionarno prevajanje ter ponoven porast toka (premik karakteristike v smeri vecjega
toka) oziroma termicni pobeg, sem poimenoval IV t model varistorja. Predlagan model
sloni na korekciji varistorske krivulje s premikalnim parametrom . V enacbah spodaj (3)
je podan opis varistorske staticne krivulje z Epcos [47,48] modelom ter njegova razsiritev
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v casovno oziroma elektrotermicno domeno,
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I=) + b3 exp(  log10(I=))
+b4 exp(log10(I=));
 = 1  k
2
+
k
2

qc
qc + q(t)
pq
+

e(t)
ec
pe
;
(3)
kjer je  premikalni operator, b1 b4 empiricni parametri zacetne staticne varistorske ka-
rakteristike, qc karakteristicna gostota naboja, ec karakteristicna gostota energije, q(t)
pretecena gostota naboja, e(t) absorbirana gostota energije in k; pc; pe empiricni (prosti)
parametri. Vpeljan dinamicni model varistorske karakteristike je lahko pomemben pri
nacrtovanju in dolocanju efektivne prenapetostne zascite modernih energetskih in podat-
kovnih sistemov. Zgrajen model zahteva dodatna testiranja in ovrednotenja, da, v luci
natancnosti in zanesljivosti, doseze industrijske standarde in zahteve.
Izdelani modeli omogocajo nadaljnje raziskave in analize varistorske keramike pri razlicnih
pogojih delovanja. Velika prednost 3D modela varistorske mikrostrukture je v moznosti
modeliranja vpliva razlicnih parametrov kot so: velikosti zrn, elektricne in toplotne pre-
vodnosti materialov, toplotne kapacitete materialov ipd., in to pri dolocenih oziroma kon-
troliranih ostalih parametrih, kar je prakticno nemogoce v eksperimentalnih procesih.
Kljucne besede: Metal-Oksidni Varistor (MOV), mikrostruktura, prenapetostne obre-
menitve, naprave za prenapetostno zascito, energijske zmogljivosti varistorjev, varistor,
metoda koncnih elementov (FEM), Voronoi mreza, lokalizacija toka, MOV Spice knjiznica.
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Abstract
Nonuniform current distribution inside varistor ceramics is a key factor inuencing its
performance and failures. Therefore understanding, modeling and predicting of current
distribution in varistor ceramics is of crucial signicance. Moreover, the electrothermal
processes occurring within varistors microstructure decidedly inuence their energy ab-
sorption capability, as a vital parameter for the eective surge protection.
In the rst part of doctoral thesis, a 2D numerical model for the simulation of nonuni-
form electric current distribution inside Zinc-(Metal)-Oxide Varistors is discused. A nu-
merical model is based on physical modeling of the varistor's grain-structured geometry
presented by Voronoi network using Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation. The pre-
sented method is solving complete electric eld inside the modeled geometry and therefore
provides a more physically accurate approach for better understanding and predicting
nonuniform current distribution in the varistor.
In order to properly establish the FEM model a novel approach in dening grain bound-
ary characteristic is proposed. Thus, a macroscopic model of the varistor microstructure
has been developed and the grain micro-junction boundary characteristic has been derived.
The simulation results of nonuniform current distribution in a varistor agree well with the
measurement results for a typical ZnO varistor.
In the second part of thesis, a 3D numerical model for the simulation of the electrother-
mal phenomenons occurring in the metal-oxide varistors is proposed. The model is based
on a 3D representation of the varistor's polycrystalline microstructure and, as in the case
of the 2D model, on the FEM analysis. With the aid of the proposed model, the interde-
pendence of the varistor's energy absorption capability, nonuniform current conduction,
and the thermal behavior is investigated. Results are in good alignment with experi-
mental data and discussed in the context of electrothermal properties of the varistor's
microstructure.
An unambiguous dependency of the varistor's energy handling capability on the applied
xxv
overvoltage is shown to exist. A quantitative evaluation of the eective volume decrease
due to the severe current localization at temporary overvoltages is demonstrated.
In the third part, the varistors current conduction under temporary overvoltages has
been analyzed providing the means for extension of the varistors IV characteristics into
the time domain so as to accurately predict their dynamic electrothermal behavior. The
introduced dynamic (IV t) model of the varistors characteristics may have signicant im-
plications in energy absorption requirements and design principles for the eective surge
protection of the modern power systems. Implementation of the time domain extension
of the varistors' IV characteristics in Spice library was performed and presented.
The presented 2D and 3D models enable investigation of inuences of varistor geome-
try (shapes, sizes) and material properties on the current distribution, energy absorption
capabilities and other electrothermal properties. The advantage of the presented models
is an ability to have all of the microstructure parameters (grain sizes, thermal properties
of grains, grain boundary breakdown voltages, nonlinearities, and etc.) xed while the
eects of the specic one, are investigated. This is hardly achievable in the experimental
processes since the interconnections of the material properties are comprehensive hence
demanding large experimental data in order to evaluate the eect of the single parameter
i.e. microstructure feature.
Keywords: Metal-Oxide Varistors (MOVs), Microstructure, Overload behavior, Tempo-
rary overvoltages (TOVs), Surge Protective Devices (SPDs), Energy Absorption Capabil-
ity (EAC), Varistor, Finite Element Method (FEM), Voronoi network, Current distribu-
tion, Non-uniformity, Current localization factor, MOV Spice library
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1 Introduction
1.1 Very briey on SPDs
The occurrence of the transient events in the power, telecommunication, and data systems
is unavoidable. The sources of such events are switching maneuvers and as well as direct or
indirect lightning strikes on the system infrastructure. Lightning and switching generated
transient events (surges), typically lasting in the range of tens of s to tens of ms may cause
severe damage to the power systems, degrade wiring insulation, and destroy electronic
devices.
Transient surge protectors, commonly known as Surge Arresters in the medium (MV)
and high voltage (HV) systems, and Surge Protective Devices (SPDs) in the low voltage
(LV) systems, attempts to limit the overvoltage aicting the electric device or power sub-
system below a safe threshold, by diverting the surge current to the earthing system and
largely absorbing its energy. Main components of the SPDs are voltage-switching devices,
namely Spark Gaps (SGs) and Gas Discharge Tubes (GDTs), and voltage-limiting devices,
namely Metal Oxide Varistors (MOVs) and Transient Voltage Suppression Diodes (TVSs).
All of the beforementioned devices (components) exhibits highly nonlinear V I (IV ) (voltage-
current) characteristics conducting large currents in case of applied voltages larger than
their breakdown voltage.
In the contemporary surge protection industry, by MOVs, we are mainly referring to
the Zinc Oxide (ZnO) varistors, as it is the case in this doctoral thesis as well. Therefore,
whenever the abbreviation MOV, or word varistor, is encountered in the text, it always
refers to the zinc oxide varistor.
A schematic representation of the typical low voltage SPDs is shown in Fig. 1.1, where
additional components, to the main voltage-limiting (switching) component, are neces-
sary to guarantee their safe operation in the case of failures. In-series fuse operates and
safely disconnect the SPD from the main power supply if the later one goes to the un-
1
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expected short-circuit failure. While the nonlinear element diverts and absorbs the surge
currents, an in-series thermal disconnector assembly prevents the undesirable and un-
controllable failure of the nonlinear element if later one exhibits progressive temperature
increase above the sustainable limit. The progressive temperature increase and so-called
thermal runaway of the varistor based SPDs usually occurs in the case of the temporary
overvoltages (TOVs), and due to ageing (degradation) process of the varistors.
L(line) L N(neutral)
fuse
MOV
thermal
disconnector
heat()
GDT
PE(ground)N N
a) b) c)
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the low-voltage varistor based SPD. a) SPD in
Line-to-Neutral (LN) connection (mode of protection). b) Hybrid type SPD (MOV and
GDT in series) in LN protection mode. c) GDT in Neutral-to-Ground connection. This
mode of protection does not require in-series fuse and enables the standalone use of GDT
only since no follow-current will occur.
Temporary overvoltages are system voltages larger than a breakdown (nominal) voltage
of the varistor, and lower than surge generated voltage spikes. Nominal or breakdown
voltage of the modern varistors is usually a voltage forcing 1 mA ( 10 5 A=cm2) of
current through the varistor. Temporary overvoltages can last signicantly longer (in
the range of seconds) than lightning induced surges. Additionally, in the case of the
varistor overheating, instead of disconnecting it from the mains a short-circuit bypass can
be incorporated so that the short-circuit current is drawn from the mains, triggering the
in-series fuse. This type of an SPDs is known as Fail-Short or Short-Circuit type of the
SPDs. Majority of the SPDs do require an additional in-series fuse while some types have
it already integrated within the SPD itself. It is worth mentioning that, very recently, a
new approach in dealing with SDP failure has been developed. The introduced method
relies on the usage of horn-spark gap having a deion chamber (arc extinguishing plates
2
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commonly found in circuit breakers) in series with the varistor. This enables a fuse-less (no
in-series fuse) connection of the SPD in the LN protection mode and as well guarantees, in
case of the failure, a safe disconnection of the SPD from the mains, where large prospective
fail currents ( 20 kA) are present.
Figure 1.2 shows the Raycap Protec PV, which is a typical PV (Photovoltaic (DC
system)) type of an SPD in Y conguration according to "IEC 61643-31: Low-voltage
surge protective devices - Part 31: Requirements and test methods for SPDs for photo-
voltaic installations" , standard [49]. The device consists of three independent pluggable
Figure 1.2: Internal parts of a Protec PV SPD. Legend: 1-base, 2a(2b)-pluggable module,
3-thermal disconnector, 4-indication ag, 5-disconnector arm, 6-spring, 7-remote contact
terminal, 8-varistor, 9-base terminals for connection to a pluggable module, 10-wiring
terminals of an SPD, 11-locking mechanism, 12-pluggable module terminals for connection
to the base, 13-plastic designators for prevention of the incorrect module-base assembly.
protection modules (2a-here showed with plastic cover, 2b-here showed without plastic
cover) inserted, and locked by locking mechanism (11), on a common base/carrier (1),
which is mountable on a DIN rail system having cable terminals (10) for the designated
wiring connection. Connection of the pluggable modules (SPD's active elements) to the
base/carrier and further to the external system wiring is executed via module and base
terminals (12 and 9 respectively). Each pluggable module consists of a thermal disconnec-
tor element (3) in series with a varistor element (8). While the varistor element diverts
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and absorbs the surge currents a thermal disconnector assembly prevents the undesirable
and uncontrollable failure of the varistor element, which may occur due to the varistor
ageing or temporary overvoltages, by safely disconnecting it from the system mains. Once
the disconnector has operated the indication arm (5) is, by the mechanical force exerted
from the spring element (6), displaced from its initial state causing the lateral movement
of the indication ag (4). The displacement of the indication ag changes the color of the
SPD status window (14) to red, thus indicating necessary replacement of the pluggable
module.
Very similar operation, as discussed above, is also found in other large variations of
the SPDs types from dierent manufacturers. Details and requirements of the low voltage
SPDs are given elsewhere in the literature while in this work the attention is given to the
varistor as the most dominant element in the surge protection industry [2,21,33,47,49,50].
1.2 Zinc Oxide Varistors (MOVs)
The groundwork of zinc oxide varistors was made in 1968 and later presented by Matsuoka
in [8], where the author describes zinc oxide ceramics in detail, production of it, temper-
ature characteristics, nonlinear properties and etc. Shortly after, the zinc oxide varistors
were commercialized and have become the most dominant surge protection element in the
industry [5,6,51]. Today, varistors are available in a very wide range of operating voltages,
sizes, current conduction magnitudes, and energy handling capabilities. They are mainly
used for the protection of electronic circuits, power and data systems, against destructive
overvoltages induced by lightning strikes and switching surges, as already discussed in the
previous section.
Conventional methods for the production of the ZnO based varistors are well estab-
lished with more than 40 years of industrial manufacturing. Zinc oxide varistor is a type of
semiconductor ceramics produced mainly by Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) [8,17,51{53] of
the ZnO powder and other metal oxide additives such as bismuth oxide (Bi2O3), antimony
oxide (Sb2O3), cobalt oxide (CoO), chrome oxide (Cr2O3), aluminum oxide (Al2O3), and
others, hence the name Metal Oxide Varistor (MOV). Such manufacturing methods are
well dened in [8, 54{56]. Each of the additives has its role, from the grain-growth retar-
dants/enhancers to the nonlinearity inducers, in the forming of the varistor ceramics and
its properties.
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Post-sintering varistor ceramic results in a polycrystalline matrix of the doped ZnO
grains surrounded by the inter-granular layer. Inter-granular layer mainly consists of the
bismuth-rich phase partially, where there is no grain-to-grain boundary formed, coating the
ZnO grains throughout the microstructure and forming an interconnected mesh. During
the sintering process, the nonlinear voltage-dependent IV characteristic is created on the
grain-to-grain (GB) boundaries overall producing the nonlinear behavior of the varistor,
i.e. voltage-dependent resistor. While the GB exhibits a nonlinear (nonohmic) behavior,
the ZnO grains itself have ohmic properties with specic resistances g in the range of
0:1  1 
cm [51].
Dierent types and shapes of the varistors are shown in Fig. 1.3. Varistors' disks can
be coated also with epoxy resin to strengthen their dielectric performance. The typical
polycrystalline microstructure of the varistors is also shown in Fig. 1.3, where distinct
areas are distinguishable. Details on a varistor microstructure have been discussed ex-
tensively elsewhere [6, 8, 57]. Typical grain sizes of modern varistors are in the range of
Bi-rich phase
spinel
ZnO
GB
pores
 20m
 60 mm
Figure 1.3: Left: Dierent types of the varistor disks used in surge protection industry.
Right: Typical varistor microstructure with the distinct regions. Grain boundary (GB)
facilitate the nonlinear behavior of the varistor. ZnO grains act as a low ohmic resistance
with specic resistances in the range of 0:1   1 
cm. The intergranular layer acts as an
insulating layer up to its melting temperature (800-900 C) above, which it melts and
creates a highly conductive region [8]. Typical grain sizes of modern varistors are in the
range of 5  20m.
5   20m. Varistors with dierent (from nano to micro meters) grain sizes are also pro-
duced [58,59]. The grain size mainly decides the varistor thickness for desired breakdown
voltage and energy handling properties.The conductivity of the grains is controlled by
dierent metal oxide additives [60], and a very rened production process is required to
obtain the optimal grain conductivity and GB characteristics relations. The intergranular
layer, consisting mainly from the bismuth-rich phase, acts as an insulating layer up to its
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melting temperature (800-900 C) above, which it can melt and create a highly conductive
region [8].
The EDS (Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) of a typically MOV microstructure
is shown on Fig. 1.4, where the chemical content of the microstructure phases (ZnO grain,
Bi-rich and spinel phase) is given quantitatively.
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Figure 1.4: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the microstructure
chemical content of typical commercial varistor: a) spinel (mainly Zn7Sb2O12), b) ZnO
grain (mainly ZnO), and c) Bi-rich phase (mainly Bi2O3). Adapted from [61].
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In normal (constant leakage current) operation the temperature of the varistor mainly
stays in the range of environment temperature. During surge absorbing transients or short
duration TOVs a varistor will reach the temperatures up to 100-150 C and safely cool
down to environment temperature after the surge event. However, if the maximum ab-
sorbing energy of the varistor is exceeded, the temperatures inside the microstructure may
reach melting temperature of Bi-rich phase progressively leading to the varistor failure.
The grain boundary (GB) facilitating the nonlinear behavior of the varistor is a physical
junction of two ZnO grains. During the sintering process, the doping of the pure ZnO
powder occurs simultaneously with the grain-growth process. This leads to the creation
of the electrically active grain-to-grain junction with a diode-like behavior. The physical
process governing the GB electrical characteristics have been discussed and researched
extensively. However, up to this date, there is no single physical description covering all
aspects of the GB characteristics [5, 17, 62]. Most accepted model is based on a double
Schottky barrier [6], nonetheless failing to explain all electrical properties of the GB and
all the macroscopic electrothermal performances of varistors.
As can be seen from Fig. 1.3, the microstructure of the varistor is highly nonuniform
having both geometrical as well as electrical nonuniformities. Grains have dierent sizes,
usually scattered in log-normal distribution, and dierent ohmic resistances while the grain
boundaries have dierent breakdown voltages, dierent nonlinearities, and even remain
purely ohmic. Nonetheless, macroscopically the varistor behaves like an electric device
dened with its highly nonlinear IV characteristic.
Electrically the ZnO varistor is function-wise equivalent to the back-to-back Zener
diode. The elementary model of the varistor, based on microstructure properties, can be
described with the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1.5. The equivalent circuit consists of
four components: 1) series resistance Rg depicting (substituting) the cumulative resistance
of the varistor's grains, 2) parallel parasitic capacitance Cp depicting the cumulative GBs
parasitic capacitance, 3) parallel parasitic resistance Rp depicting the cumulative GBs
leakage resistance, and 4) series nonlinear voltage-dependent resistor R(V ), depicting the
cumulative eect of the GBs. Further, the voltage-dependent resistor can be described
(modelled) with the voltage-dependent current source having IV characteristic (I(V ) =
In(V=Vn)
) approximating the electrical behavior of GBs. Parameters Vn and In are
varistor's breakdown voltage and current, respectively.
In practice, the Vn is evaluated at 1 mA (or  5  10 5 A=cm2) conduction current,
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which is the typical breakdown (nominal or knee) current of the modern varistors. Pa-
rameter  denes a degree of the nonlinearity (amount of the current change in respect
to the voltage change) of the varistor. In rst decades of the ZnO varistor development,
the manufacturers were trying to achieve high  values, approximating the ideal varis-
tor, however, it was quickly realized that varistors with lower  values exhibit a more
stable performance under TOV stress. For modern varistors the value of  ranges from
30-50. Typical values of Rg; Rp, and Cp are in the range of 10  500 m
; 10  50 M
, and
1   100 nF, respectively. Evidently, the values of the beforementioned parameters would
depend on the varistor micro- and macro-scale geometry.
Rg
R(V )Rp Cp I(V ) = In

V
Vn

Figure 1.5: A basic macroscopic model of the varistor describing both linear and nonlin-
ear (voltage-dependent) microscopic properties. The voltage-dependent resistance can be
described as voltage-dependent current source having empirical expression approximating
the overall GBs IV characteristic.
In a continuous operating mode, a varistor is stressed with the voltage below its char-
acteristic breakdown voltage, conducting currents in the range of A. Such current is very
often described, as the leakage current. When the applied voltage exceeds the breakdown
voltage, what is the case during TOVs and surge events, the varistor becomes highly con-
ductive capable of conducting large transient currents in the range of A to kA having very
small voltage drop increase (high nonlinearity). When the voltage returns to the operating
(system) level, the varistor returns to its high-resistance state again conducting leakage
current.
In the case of very high overvoltages, the varistor is fully conductive and the GBs eect
is minuscule, therefore the voltage drop across the varistor is mainly decided by the ohmic
resistance of the varistor grains. Ohmic-capacitive leakage and ohmic grain resistances
cause the linearization of the varistor characteristics at very low (> 10 5 A=cm2) and
very high (> 101 A=cm2) currents. The intermediate region (above the breakdown voltage
and below the high current region) is mainly governed by the GBs, thus the nonlinear
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characteristics. Such behavior is represented by the varistor IV characteristic shown in
Fig. 1.6 (red), which is also the characteristic of the varistor equivalent circuit from Fig. 1.5.
Conclusively, a varistor's IV characteristics can be divided into three distinct regions
as follows: Region 1: pre-breakdown (leakage current) region controlled by Rp and Cp,
Region 2: highly nonlinear breakdown region controlled by I(V ), and Region 3: up-
turn region controlled mainly by Rg. However, the eect of all beforementioned processes,
coupled with their scattered values, interpolates throughout the whole IV range obscuring
the transition between dominant eects in the Regions 1, 2, and 3. This leads to the more
lean IV characteristic of the actual varistor shown in Fig. 1.6 (blue). Nonlinearity degree
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Figure 1.6: JE characteristic of a typical ZnO varistor (blue-circle line). JE characteristic
of a varistor's model shown in Fig. 1.5 (red-square line). The characteristic is shifted in
vertical direction as to clarify the representation. Characteristics are given only in the
positive values with some oset both in current and voltage axis.
parameter  can be calculated by the following expression
 =
log(I2)  log(I1)
log(V2)  log(V1) ; (1.1)
where (I1; V1) and (I2; V2) are set of current/voltage values (points) in the breakdown
region [5, 6, 8, 17, 51]. Most commonly the  is measured/evaluated by using a constant
current source, where I1 and I2 values are set to 1 and 10 mA respectively. For both
currents the voltage drops V1 and V2 are read-out and by using eq. (1.1) the  is calculated.
Due to the high nonlinearity and thus very large current change with respect to very
small voltage change, the varistors characteristics are often given in log-log or log-linear
scale with the current on the x-axis. If the current change is given by some factor x i.e
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I2=I1 = x then, the voltage change in the nonlinear region can be simply calculated as
V2=V1 = x
1=.
1.3 Varistors microstructure nonuniformity
Due to the grain microstructured nature of zinc oxide ceramics, distribution of additives
and production process, the non-uniformity became an inherited property of any ZnO
varistor. First to explore non-uniformity phenomena were Mizukoshi et al. [9]. Following
their results K. Eda in [10] discussed puncture failure of ZnO varistors due to current
localization caused by varistor non-uniformity. Structural non-uniformity of ZnO varistor
was proven to be a key factor causing current localization inside of the varistor ceramics.
Greuter and Blatter [11] have experimentally shown current localization at microstructure
by means of electroluminescence [12]. The fact that origins of "electrical" non-uniformity
of ZnO varistor are not only caused by structural non-uniformity such as grains size dis-
tribution has been proven by Tao et al. [13]. The authors have experimentally shown that
every single micro-junction in varistor ceramics presents its own electrical characteristic.
Therefore, electric current distribution inside the ZnO varistor is determined by struc-
tural non-uniformity, distribution of electrical properties of single micro-junctions and, as
shown in [9,14] as well as conrmed in this work, on the applied voltage across the varistor.
Current localization, as underlying phenomena of the pinhole failure was further ex-
plored by Vojta et al. [15], where the varistor microstructure was modelled as a uni-
form network of nonlinear resistors. The physical process of the pinhole failure would
be discussed later, while here a quick introduction is given. Current localization leads
to extensive heating in the localized current path melting it and eventually, due to the
high temperatures, evaporating the material from it. After the varistor's destruction and
disconnection from the mains (in-series fuse or thermal disconnector operates) a pinhole
mode failure of the varistor manifests as an approximately 1 mm wide through-hole in the
varistor body. The inner wall of the pinhole mainly consists of melted Bi-rich phase and
ZnO (MOV) grains having very low ohmic resistance, thus eectively short-circuiting the
varistor. The image of the cross section of the pinhole failure mode is shown on Fig. 1.7.
To more explicitly represent the nonuniformity of the varistor polycrystalline structure
Bartkowiak et al. [16] proposed a Voronoi network as a basis of composing the nonuniformly
connected grid of nonlinear resistors. Comparing the Voronoi network geometry and SEM
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melted Bi-rich phase
ZnO (MOV) grains,
and other compounds
evaporated material
varistor body
Figure 1.7: Pinhole (puncture) failure of the MOV. Pinhole failure results in the creation
of the through-hole in the varistor body with highly (electrically) conductive deposits on
the hole walls. Pinhole is usually around 0.5-1mm in diameter. Adapted from [32].
(Scanning Electron Microscope) imaging of ZnO crystals as shown in [17, 18], one can
easily justify the use of such approach. In [16] authors have used the Voronoi network as a
basis for constructing a non-uniformly connected network of nonlinear resistors, which (as
also shown in [15]) results in solving a set of current conservation equations by means of
circuit analysis. By assigning dierent (distributed) threshold voltages and nonlinearity
coecients to the nonlinear resistors in the Voronoi generated network (see Fig. 1.8) the
authors in [16] managed to combine both structural and "electrical" non-uniformity of
varistor ceramics.
NP
j=1
(Vi Vj)
Ri;j
= 0;
i 2 1; 2; :::; N
Figure 1.8: Voronoi network approach in modeling of the varistors microstructure proposed
in [16]. Simulation results in creating nonuniformly connected grid of the (nonlinear)
resistors of which the properties are calculated from the Voronoi network (edges lengths
di;j) and some empirical expressions depicting IV characteristics behaviour. N is the
total number of resistors in the network and Rg ohmic grain resistance. Once the current
through the network resistors Ri;j are calculated, these values can be then represented by
color code, back on Voronoi network grains, which is usually done in the literature.
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After this work, several contributions have been reported [14, 18{20, 29] using numer-
ical models with Voronoi network for analysis of ZnO varistor electrical characteristics.
Current non-uniformity modeling inside ZnO varistor using Voronoi network presented by
He et al. [14] showed current localization phenomena dependency on the applied voltage
across the varistor. The results indicated that localization reaches its maximum at TOV
(temporary overvoltage) region of voltage magnitudes.
Modeling of ZnO varistor with FEM (Finite Element Method) was previously reported
by Lengauer et al. [22]. They performed FEM analysis to calculate mechanical stresses
inside a ZnO disk, where the disk ceramics was represented as a homogeneous solid cylin-
der. Frigura-Iliasa et al. [23] presented a FEM model for calculation of heat losses in the
varistor by assuming varistor ceramics as a homogeneous solid (as in [22]). Bavelis et
al. [24] proposed a 3D FEM model for current distribution analysis inside a ZnO varistor
by representing the grain-structured geometry with a 3D Voronoi network. A drawback
of this work is that the FEM model was used only to calculate a conductance matrix of
ZnO grains, which was later used in a 3D nonlinear resistor network. Therefore the model
presented in [24] still results in a circuit analysis without solving for the electric eld in
the modeled geometry.
Energy absorption (handling) capability (EAC) of the varistors [5,6,8,17] is a pivotal
parameter inuencing their performances as well as failure characteristics. In the early
1980s, it was realized that the EAC of the varistor fundamentally depends on its mi-
crostructure (non-)uniformity as well as stress conditions [9, 26]. Mizukoshi et al. [9] and
Kan et al. [26] have experimentally obtained the relations between varistor's uniformity,
TOVs, and EACs elucidating their quantitative cross-dependence.
In order to advance the understanding of the varistors EACs, K. Eda [10] has proposed
a varistor model capable of solving and predicting electrothermal behavior of the varistors
under specied stresses and microstructure nonuniformities. The presented model was
based on the depiction of a varistor as a composite of multiple homogeneous cylinders
electrically described with the same current density-el. eld (JE) characteristics having
dierent breakdown voltages. Irrespectively of the model geometrical simplicity, the ob-
tained results had agreed well with the experimental data demonstrating severe current
localization and Joule heating in the varistor body consequently leading to the pinhole
(puncture) failure of the varistor under TOV conditions.
Additional work in this direction was done by Bartkowiak et al. [27] presenting a
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model of the varistor, which includes simulations of the mechanical stresses due to the
rapid and nonuniform heating. This approach covered two modes of varistor failures,
namely, cracking and puncture.
Cracking of the varistor is, alongside the puncture failure, a second most common mode
of the varistor failure. It occurs when a varistor is subjected to extremely short pulses (in
the range of 10 microseconds) having much larger current densities and voltage magnitudes
than those conducted in the case of pinhole failure. Such stressing of the varistor cause a
rapid highly nonuniform heat-related expansion of the material (mechanical shock wave)
eventually resulting in the cracking of the varistor body. The cracking phenomenon could
be as well related to the varistor nonuniformity but, as it will be shown in this work, a direct
relation of this type of the failure with the current localization cannot be hypothesized
as it is the case in the pinhole mode failure. Figure 1.9 show the cracking mode failure,
where distinct regions are observable; crack is parallel with the stressing electrical eld
(current conduction) and propagates through the whole varistor body, inner walls of the
crack show a violent fracture of the material without melted phase, close to the fracture
a recrystallization process can also occur [6].
crack in the
varistor body
recrystallization
violent fracture,
an extensive melting of
the material not observable
Figure 1.9: Imaging of the crack cross-section within the varistor body. While here the
crack resembles very much to the pinhole failure (see Fig. 1.7), the width (length) of it
extends throughout a much larger portion of the varistor body. Adapted from [6].
Figure 1.10 illustrates the typical modes of the MOVs failures, as looked from above (in
the voltage-applied direction). It also indicate the stressing conditions, which are causing
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the specic failure modes. However, while a large percentage of the observed failure modes
as a function of the stressing condition will follow the observed characteristic shown in
Fig. 1.10, the non-disregardable uncertainty still remains on which failure will eventually
occur. It is worth mentioning that a cracking failure usually does not result in the short-
circuiting of the MOV, nonetheless a combination of pinhole and cracking failure may as
well occur.
a) b)
c)
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 1.10: On left - Illustration of the destruction modes of the MOVs, looking from
above onto the electrode surface: a) Pinhole (puncture), and b) cracking. c) Destruction
modes as a function of the stressing conditions. Adapted from [6,10]. On right - Images of
several typical failure modes: a) cracking at the edge, b) puncturing through the side, c)
fracturing at in the inner region, and d) fracturing and puncturing under impulse currents.
Adapted from [37].
Previous reports [9, 10, 14, 26{29] have unambiguously demonstrated a voltage stress-
dependent EACs of the varistors, where we can observe a  50% drop in EAC at TOV
conditions versus the EAC levels at surge region. This deduction is also manifested in
time-to-failure characteristics of a varistor, where we can observe an exponential drop in
time-to-failure (puncture mode) of the varistor in TOV overvoltage range of (1:2 1:4)
times the nominal voltage [26, 30]. Recent large scale experimental ndings reported by
Tuczek et al. [31] have endorsed and uphold previous experimental and simulation data.
Figure 1.11 shows the varistors energy absorption capability as a function of the current
densities, where a substantial increase in the EAC value at higher densities is visible. It is
worth mentioning that dierent waveforms are used when measuring EACs at TOV and
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surge regions. For TOV current magnitudes an AC source is used, where for surge current
magnitudes the surge generators are used [21].
Indubitably, as previously noted, such undesired drop in a varistor's EACs at TOV
region arises from the severe current localization in the microstructure, where the eective
current-carrying (i.e. energy-absorbing) volume decreases dramatically.
Quantitative evaluation of the eective volume decrease is still mainly vague; Vojta et
al. [15, 32], based on simulation, sets the lowest eective volume (at highest localization)
to  10% and the recent IEEE C62.55-2017 [33] guideline set this level to  2%. Due to
the large scale presence of a varistors in the surge protection industry, and the importance
of the contemporary protection of modern power systems, the varistors nonuniformity and
current localization phenomenons are still the subjects of up-to-date research [6, 34{38].
Figure 1.11: Energy absorption cababiltiy as a function of the current density. Left:
Experimental results reported by Ringler et al. [28]. Right: Large-scale experimental
results reported by Tuczek et al. [31], where marker indicate dierent varistor specimens.
In the rst part of doctoral thesis, a combination of a Voronoi network and a Finite
Element Method for modeling current distribution and other physical phenomena inside
the ZnO varistor is proposed. In presented model Voronoi network geometry representing
actual grains with geometrical, material and boundary properties is imported into FEM
environment and solved for the electric eld and electric current distribution.
In order to properly establish a FEM model a novel approach in dening the grain
boundary characteristic (condition) is proposed resulting in an accurate simulation of
actual IV characteristics of the modeled varistor. In order to derive the GB micro-junction
boundary characteristic, a macroscopic model of the varistor microstructure has been
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developed. For conrmation of the suitability of the proposed model a comparison of
modeled current localization with measured data has been performed. An estimation of
current localization based on a modied approach from [15] is made.
In order to predict and understand the dynamic performance of the varistors as well
as varistor based Surge Protective Devices (SPDs) under TOVs, in the second part of this
doctoral thesis a 3D electrothermal model of the varistor's microstructure again based
on the nite element method analysis is proposed. Other reports [22, 23, 41, 42], as dis-
cussed previously, dealing with the simulations of the electrothermal properties of varistors
and surge arresters are mainly considering the varistor as homogeneous disk thus failing
to incorporate the phenomenon of current localization. On the contrary, the work pre-
sented here fully combines the 3D model of the varistor microstructure and electrothermal
FEM analysis, thus enabling accurate prediction of EACs and other electrothermal char-
acteristics of the varistors. Electrical boundary characteristic of the presented model are
described in the rst part of this work; the thermal properties are empirically deduced
based on experimental data report elsewhere.
Furthermore, the underlying physical behavior of the varistors under TOVs evaluated
experimentally and by presented 3D model, is incorporated into the mathematical descrip-
tion extending the well-known varistor's static IV characteristics into the time domain.
In conclusion, further possibilities of the developed FEM based model and the usage
of Lambert function [63] as a basis for varistor IV characteristic models are discussed.
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2 A 2D model of the varistor microstruc-
ture
2.1 The geometry of the 2D model
The varistor for which the current distribution and localization factor will be calculated
and eventually measured was V300S40 from manufacturer Varsi [64]. From this varistor,
the generalization of grain boundary characteristic was also derived. This varistor type
has been chosen as a reference as it is a typical varistor that is most commonly used in
low voltage systems.
The V300S40 varistor is integrated to the Raycap Class II SPDs installed to 230=400V
and 240=415V 3WYE systems. It is a square shaped disk with surface area AMOV =
16 cm2, height hMOV = 3 mm, breakdown voltage (at 1 mA) hereinafter referred as a
nominal voltage Vn = 500 V and current ratting I(8=20) = 20 kA
1.
Since random nature of varistor's grain structured ceramics excludes symmetries in
any direction in principle a 3D Voronoi network [24] and FEM model should be used,
which will be discussed in the second part of the dissertation. However, the presented
mathematical approach and derived boundary conditions are remaining exactly the same
in case of 3D geometry.
For studying current distribution a 2D numerical models of the varistor microstructure
have already been proven to be practicable by previous reports [14, 16, 18]. Therefore,
in order to derive a basis of the FEM modeling of the varistor microstructure, a 2D
model is used, where the symmetry in z "into the paper" direction is presumed. To
further reduce the model size and the corresponding computational time the model width
is set to  1=3 of an actual varistor. It is worth mentioning that in [16, 18] and some
other reports the authors have mainly used 11 normalized square representing varistor
18/20 surge peak value dened according to IEC 61643-11.
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2.1. The geometry of the 2D model
geometry. For selected model dimensions a Voronoi network was generated in Wolfram
Mathematica [65] environment by the code shown in Algorithm 2.1. Geometry generated
by the Algorithm 2.1, was then exported to a .dxf le and imported into a Comsol
Multiphysics [66] environment to perform FEM analysis.
Algorithm 2.1: Mathematica Wolfram code for generating and exporting Voronoi network
geometry. RandomReal [65] function is used for generating random seeds in the Voronoi
network.
Ng=3000;
X=15;
Y=3;
x=RandomReal [X, Ng , WorkingPrecision ! 6 ] ;
y=RandomReal [Y, Ng , WorkingPrecision ! 6 ] ;
p=Table [f x [ [ i ] ] , y [ [ i ] ] g , f i , Ng g ] ;
vn=VoronoiMesh [ p , PlotTheme ! " Lines " ,
PlotRange !ff0 , Xg , f0 , Ygg , Frame! True ]
Export [ " voronoi network . dxf " , vn ]
In Comsol, the geometry created in Mathematica Wolfram environment was adjusted by
cropping the Voronoi network edge elements and adding the electrodes. Voronoi network
edge elements are innitely large, therefore cropping of them is necessary to obtain correct
geometry. However, this procedure does not aect the resulting Voronoi network since new
randomly nite-sized edge elements are produced. Finalized geometry is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Velectrode
GNDelectrode
3
m
m
15 mm
Figure 2.1: Varistor model geometry for FEM analysis showing electrodes and random
distribution of grains. White line indicates a necessary crop of the picture to t it into
the paper margins.
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2.2. FEM physics of the 2D model
As it can be seen from the Algorithm 2.1, the chosen total number of grains Ng was
3000. This results in average grain size of 0:12 mm and in average grain number in vertical
(applied voltage) direction Nv = 24:5. The total number of grains was selected so that the
resulting number of grains in the vertical direction would be such that when decreasing or
increasing it by a few per cent would not signicantly change the behaviour of the model.
For example, by setting only 5 grains in the vertical direction, a reduction or increase of
that value by a few per cent would drastically change obtained results. With 25 grains
in the vertical direction, this would not be the case. Still, the number of grains in the
model is far lower than in an actual varistor, where average grain size is about 10 m.
An increase of the grain number would not provide signicantly dierent results, while on
the other hand, extremely small grain sizes may cause problems in geometry rendering,
FEM mesh generation, and nally problem-solving. Fig. 2.1 shows an example of random
nature of the Voronoi network with varying grain shapes and sizes. Such a geometry may
well serve as an approximation to the actual microstructure (see Fig. 1.3) of a varistor.
2.2 FEM physics of the 2D model
In the background of any FEM analysis, a set of dierential equations based on fundamen-
tal physical laws needs to be solved. In our case, a dierential equation based on current
continuity law
~r  ~J = 0; (2.1)
is solved, where ~J is electric current density in (A=m2) and is for DC conditions related
to electric eld by Ohm's law
~J =  ~E; (2.2)
where  is specic conductance of the material in (S=m) and ~E is electric eld in (V=m). As
electric eld can be expressed as a gradient of electric potential ( ~E =  ~rV ) equation (2.1)
results in a LaPlace's equation for unknown electric potential distribution (2.3).
~r  ( ~rV ) = 0 (2.3)
The model can be further extended to time-varying cases, what will discussed in the second
part of the thesis, by taking into account the displacement current density @
~D
@t , where
~D is electrical displacement eld in (C=m2) and is related to an electric eld through
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equation ~D = 0r ~E, where 0 is vacuum permittivity and r material permittivity. In
the model two materials were used: silver for the electrodes for which conductance is set
to 50106 S=m and permittivity r = 1. For grain material ZnO was used with specic
resistance calculated from the selected varistor data (shown in the following section) and
permittivity r = 8:5 taken from [5].
2.3 Grain boundary characteristic
For the correct description of the FEM model, appropriate boundary conditions are re-
quired. Electric eld boundary conditions are dened by setting the voltage values on the
edges of the varistor electrodes. For top electrode (outward electrode edge) the prescribed
applied varistor voltage V is dened. The bottom GND electrode (outward edge) is set
to 0 V. Left and right vertical edges of the geometry shown in Fig. 2.1, are electrical
insulation boundaries dened by
~n  ~J = 0; (2.4)
where ~n is a normal vector of outward edges.
In addition to these boundary conditions, a grain-to-grain boundary (GB) condi-
tion is also required. This condition is assigned to each GB in the modeled geometry
shown in Fig. 2.1. Instead of some IV characteristic, which would dene GB as for
example used in [14{16, 18{20, 24, 25] in our approach we determined the GB condition
as a voltage-dependent contact surface resistance (hereinafter contact resistance)
GB(V ) in (
m
2). For this purpose, the grain-to-grain contact resistance was extracted
from real varistor IV characteristics (datasheet) and extrapolated to a single grain bound-
ary. Such a boundary condition mimicking overall varistor's IV characteristic is expected
to better approximate real varistor characteristic. The FEM formulation of the proposed
boundary condition results in the GB current density condition given as
 ~n  ~JGB =  1
GB (VGB)
(V1   V2); (2.5)
where V1, V2 are electric potentials on opposite sides of the GB, VGB = jV1 V2j a potential
dierence across GB, and ~n is a normal vector to the grain boundary. The equation above
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is in terms of the eq. (2.3) given as,
1
GB (VGB)
(V1   V2) + 1
GB (VGB)
(V2   V1) = 0; (2.6)
dening the potential boundary condition in the FEM analysis. Note that in FEM analysis
a single boundary is represented as a set of triangle elements, where for each element
equation (2.5) are taken in into account. Consequently, also a single grain boundary has
spatially distributed potential and current density values. Summary of the FEM boundary
conditions is shown on Fig. 2.2.
V
V = 0
x
y
GB(V )
JGB(x; y)
V2(x; y)
V1(x; y)
~n
~ J
=
0
~ n
~ J
=
0
grain g
grain g
l
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of boundary conditions in FEM model. Potential V
boundary conditions (blue lines), Current density ~J boundary conditions (red lines) and
boundary contact surface resistance GB(V ) condition (gray line).
Function GB(V ) is assigned to each inner grain boundary (line) shown in Fig. 2.1.
Method for obtaining GB(V ) from actual varistor data is explained in the following para-
graphs.
The IV characteristic of V300S40 varistor is shown in Fig. 2.3. From Fig. 2.3 the highly
nonlinear resistance of the varistor for dierent voltage levels can be deduced. For voltage
stress lower than  500 V, which corresponds to the operating voltage peak < 275 Vrms, the
current ow via varistor is in A range, which is associated with the leakage current region
under normal conditions [17]. Such a performance resembles an insulator. The nominal
voltage, Vn leads to varistor conduction of 1 mA and small voltage increase beyond Vn
result in a high current conduction i.e. rapid drop of varistor resistance. Such voltage
stress (> 500 V) corresponds to temporary overvoltage > 300 Vrms, which may arise due
to power system faults with duration of some tens of ms to hours [21]. Current conduction
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in kA region is denitely associated with surge events with voltage levels in kV region,
where the varistor shows a low resistance resembling conductor behavior.
The IV characteristic of a varistor can be approximated by the expression
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I) + b3 exp(  log10(I)) + b4 exp(log10(I)); (2.7)
[39, 67, 68] proposed by EPCOS [40], where b1, b2, b3, b4 are tting (free) parameters,
V varistor voltage in (V) and I varistor current in (A). The IV characteristic model
expressed with equation (2.7) is purely empirical but when investigating deeper we can
actually observe that parameters b1   b4 may be associated with real (physical) varistor
parameters as:
 b1 can be associated with the nominal voltage Vn,
 b2 appears as a nonlinearity factor ,
 b3 can be associated with varistor resistance at leakage region,
 and b4 can be associated to the grain resistance.
For example, when changing parameter b4 in eq. (2.7) we can observe that it only aects
the part of IV characteristic covering the surge region indicated on Fig. 2.3. As we
10 5 10 3 10 1 101 103 105
200
300
400
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1000
1500
2000
IMOV(A)
V
M
O
V
(V
)
datasheet V300S40
model eq. (2.7)
model eq. (2.7) b4=0
(Imin; Vmin)
(Imax; Vmax)
leakage
region
TOV
region
surge
region
Vn
Figure 2.3: IV characteristic of selected varistor V300S40 from manufacturer Varsi [64]
with varistor operating regions (leakage, TOV, surge) highlighted. Varistor's IV char-
acteristic modeling with expression (2.7) is also shown, where the eect of a parameter
b4 = 0 is visible.
discussed before, the surge region part of the varistor's IV characteristic is considered to
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be mainly governed by purely ohmic grain resistance [6, 8, 17, 51] thus, the association of
b4 and grain resistance follows. Similar procedure is also taken for b1   b3 parameters.
Considering this correlation I have concluded that (2.7) can be used as an approach
for extracting GB(V ) needed in the FEM model as a boundary condition. I should
clarify that these assumptions are not based on a physical background of ZnO varistor
conduction process [6,17,62], but rather based on empirical experience and corresponding
mathematical manipulation. This was necessary to establish presented FEM model and in
particular, to assure that the model results in doable and accurate experimental evaluation.
Total varistor resistance can be obtained from IV characteristics as
RMOV =
VMOV
IMOV
= RGB(V ) +Rg; (2.8)
where RGB(V ) represents contributions of grain boundaries and Rg contributions of grains
resistances to overall varistor resistance RMOV. In order to arrive from RMOV to a contact
resistance GB(V ) needed as a FEM boundary condition we can consider a simplied
varistor consisting of two macroscopic (bulk) grains with surface area AMOV, thickness
hMOV=2 and specic resistance g in (
m) as shown in Fig. 2.4. Contact boundary of
V
GND
GB(V )
AMOV
g
h
M
O
V
Figure 2.4: Contact surface resistance model of the varistor. Two macroscopic (bulk) ZnO
grains with voltage-dependent contact surface resistance.
those two grains represents a grain micro-junction described as voltage-dependent contact
surface resistance GB(V ). For such model of a varistor, we can dene overall resistance
as
RMOV =
GB(V )
AMOV
+ g
hMOV
AMOV
: (2.9)
We further assume electrical equivalency of the varistor model shown in Fig. 2.4, and
actual varistor V300S40, both represented with IV characteristics shown in Fig. 2.3. From
practical experience and the shape of varistors IV characteristics it is to believe that at
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high voltages (V >> Vn) i.e. high currents (surge region) the inuence of the contact
resistance (grain boundaries) on overall varistor resistance can be mainly neglected [17].
Therefore the specic grain resistance g can be obtained by
g  AMOV
hMOV
VMOV
IMOV

Vmax;Imax
; (2.10)
where Vmax and Imax are maximum values of varistor voltage and current from characteris-
tic shown in Fig. 2.3. By evaluating eq. (2.10) the obtained value of specic grain resistance
is  0:02 
m. This value corresponds to the g values previously reported in [5, 8] and
others. However, as already discussed in introduction a full separation of grains resistance
from the grain boundary eect on the IV characteristics cannot be performed, i.e., the
GB eects extends even into the surge region. For a simplied varistor model shown in
Fig. 2.4, the contact resistance can be evaluated as
GB(V )  RMOVAMOV   ghMOV  VMOV
IMOV
AMOV   ghMOV: (2.11)
We can easily obtain the contact resistance characteristic GB(V ) by numerical evalua-
tion of the eq. (2.11) i.e. VMOV=IMOV, however, for the inclusion of this model into a FEM
simulation GB(V ) should be expressed as an analytic function. For numerical stability
the function GB(V ) must be continuous and have a nite value for V 2 f 1;+1g.
Several empirical functions could approximately t numerical evaluation of GB(V ) given
by the eq. (2.11). However, our goal was to obtain GB(V ) with parameters that would be
associated with an actual varistor. Therefore, GB(V ) is derived from a model given by
the eq. (2.7) representing actual varistor IV characteristic. For the evaluation of GB(V )
on varistor model shown in Fig. 2.4, we temporally ignore2 grain resistance by considering
it to have 0 
m, then the boundary contact resistance is given by the eq. (2.12).
GB(V )  VMOV
IMOV

g=0
AMOV (2.12)
By measurements of actual varistors, boundary and grain resistances cannot be sepa-
rately evaluated but as indicated before expression (2.7) can be used for such task. Varistor
with zero grain resistance would be described by eq. (2.7) with parameter b4 that is asso-
2This is temporary mathematical manipulation. As explained before and with (2.10), the grain resis-
tance in nal FEM model is set to 0:02 
m.
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ciated with the grain resistance set to zero. IV characteristic of a varistor with g = 0 i.e
b4 = 0 is shown in Fig. 2.3. Equation (2.11) can be then rewritten as
GB(V )  VMOV
IMOV

b4=0
AMOV: (2.13)
We can also rewrite eq. (2.7) as
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I) + b3 exp(  log10(I)): (2.14)
Next Ohm's law (I=G V ) was used to replace I in (2.14) resulting in
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(G V ) + b3 exp(  log10(G V )); (2.15)
where G is varistor overall conductance in (S). With b4 set to 0, G actually represents the
grain boundary contact conductance. Next step is to solve (2.15) for G:
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(G) + b2 log10(V ) + b3 (G V )
 1= ln(10);
log10(V )(1  b2) = b1 + b2 log10(G) + b3 (G V ) 1= ln(10);
since b2 << 1 we can simplify,
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(G) + b3 (G V )
 1= ln(10):
A simplied solution for varistor conductance G is given as
G(V )=
0BBB@ 9b3
b2W

9b3
 
10
 b1
b2 (jV j+) 1b2   1ln(10)=b2
1CCCA
ln(10)
; (2.16)
where W is a Lambert function. A full solution of G(V ) was also obtained, but it did not
provide any better result than the simplied one. The absolute value of V is added to
the eq. (2.16) in order to extend function G(V ) also to negative voltages. The obtained
function i.e. varistor conductance G(V ) approaches zero when V approaches zero, which is
physically correct behaviour. Nonetheless when V = 0 in inner expression of the eq. (2.16)
we get division with zero. To avoid numerical instability of FEM calculations V is replaced
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by jV j = jV j + , where  is a "zero division" avoiding factor in a range 0 <  << Vn.
Finally, the function of grain boundary contact resistance is obtained as
GB(V )  AMOV
G(V )
: (2.17)
Equations (2.16) and (2.17) now represent GB(V ), which were evaluated from actual
varistor characteristics. To obtain better convergence of the model and avoid numerical
problems with evaluation of GB(V ) at V = 0 a constant "leakage" surface resistance l
in parallel to GB(V ) is added
l  VMOV
IMOV

Vmin;Imin
AMOV; (2.18)
where Vmin and Imin are minimum values of varistor voltage and current from character-
istics shown in Fig. 2.3. This results in a redened boundary contact resistance
GB(V ) = GB(V ) jj l = AMOVl
G(V )

AMOV
G(V ) + l
 : (2.19)
Derivation of contact resistance is based on the model shown in Fig. 2.4, therefore for
the actual model shown in Fig. 2.1, the number of grains in vertical direction Nv should
be taken into account. This is a straightforward procedure, where we consider a nominal
voltage VnGB of a single boundary to be Vn=Nv. As mentioned before b1 is associated with
Vn but for FEM simulation it needs to be scaled with a number of grains Nv and then
used in equations (2.16) and (2.17). This is done as follows:
b
0
1 = log10

Vn
Nv

; (2.20)

0
GB(V ) =
0B@ AMOVl
G(V )

AMOV
G(V ) + l

1CA =Nv: (2.21)
Expression (2.21) represents the boundary contact resistance used in a FEM model. For
a V300S40 varistor the extracted parameters are: Vn = 500 V, b1 = 2:7907, b
0
1 = 1:3098
(in (2.16), b
0
1 is used instead of b1), b2 = 0:02841, b3 =  0:000893.
Fig. 2.5, shows a comparison of the boundary contact resistance as a function of applied
voltage using equations (2.16), (2.17), (2.21) and numerically calculated one (2.13). A good
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t conrms the validity of the developed model.
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Figure 2.5: Boundary contact resistance GB(V ) evaluated numerically (2.13) and evalu-
ated with derived expression (2.21). By using the absolute value of the voltage in (2.21)
the derived expression is extended to the negative voltages. Extension of GB(V ) to the
negative voltages is needed for numerical convergence.
2.4 Results - 2D model
2.4.1 Simulation results
Potential distribution across the varistor geometry is shown in Fig. 2.6, for the applied
voltage of 1000 V. Voltage distribution reveals a slightly non-uniform character for all
applied voltages. On the up-right corner of Fig. 2.6, lower potential values can be observed.
On the same area, the grains are relatively bigger than the average-sized ones. From
potential distribution shown in Fig. 2.6, it is dicult to predict the non-uniform current
distribution. However, already small dierences in potential distribution due to the grain
geometry and voltage-dependent boundary surface resistances result in high electric eld
gradients and therefore through (2.4) in non-uniform current distribution as shown in
Fig. 2.7.
From Fig. 2.7, it is clearly visible that current density non-uniformity is highly de-
pendent on the magnitude of the applied voltage and at a certain value a localization of
current occurs in well-dened localization paths. The largest current localization occurs
in a section of a varistor geometry with largest grains. Nonetheless, additional current
localization paths are created, where such obvious dierence in grain sizes is not visible.
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At values of the applied voltage corresponding to the leakage region, the current distribu-
tion is relatively uniform. When the applied voltage reaches a TOV range the maximum
localization occurs, where multiple dominant localization paths are being generated. At
voltage values above the TOV range and near the surge range the non-uniformity starts
decreasing. The values of current density are represented on a logarithmic scale.
Figure 2.6: Distribution of electric potential V across varistor geometry for 1000 V of
applied voltage. White line indicates a necessary crop of the picture to t it into the
paper margins.
Even though all grain boundaries have the same electrical properties in Fig. 2.7, the
"isolated grains" phenomena occurs at 900 V of applied an voltage. This phenomenon is
reported in [17] and it is considered to be caused by "bad" or high ohmic characteristic
of grain boundaries. Showed results indicate that apparent isolation of grains can arise
purely from electric eld distribution, which is determined by the geometry. "Close-up"
of the isolated grain phenomena is shown in Fig. 2.8, where on the left side the potential
distribution is shown, not indicating any possibility of grain isolation. Middle picture in
Fig. 2.8, shows that electric eld in isolated grain has far lower values than in the grains
around it eectively causing high boundary resistance around the grain. This aects a
current ow which bypasses it. Current bypassing of isolated grain is best viewed in
Fig. 2.8 (on right) by current streamlines and current density distribution.
For determination of current non-uniformity characteristics of the varistor, the ratios
between maximum and average values of current density nJ can be evaluated using (2.22).
The results of current density localization nJ shown in Fig. 2.9 clearly conrms voltage
dependent current localization in the varistor ceramics.
nJ(V ) =
j ~Jmax(x; y)j
j ~Javg(x; y)j
(2.22)
From Fig. 2.9, we observe that localization factor nJ reaches its maximum ( 1500) at
a voltage value close to the varistor nominal voltage Vn. Localization factor expressed
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e)
d)
c)
b)
a)
Figure 2.7: Distribution of current density log10(
~jJ j) in (A=m2) across varistor geometry
for dierent applied voltages V : a) for 200 V, b) for 400 V, c) for 600 V, d) for 900 V and
e) for 1500 V. White line indicates a necessary crop of the picture to t it into the paper
margins.
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a) b) c)
Figure 2.8: For a section of the modeled geometry the phenomenon of "isolated" grain is
shown by: a) distribution of electrical potential V in (V), b) the electric eld log10(j ~Ej)
in (V=m) and c) current density log10(j ~J j) in (A=m2). Streamlines on current density plot
indicating current ow.
with current density magnitudes was previously reported in [18] and [14] giving maximum
values up to 30. It can be argued that such a large dierence between nJ values presented
in former reports and here is due to dierent approaches used. Here, the presented model
is based on FEM analysis, where each grain is presented with a large number of triangle
elements enabling far better resolution in current density distribution calculation compared
to circuit analysis of a Voronoi network reported in cited references. In a FEM model,
the grain is a physical domain with expressed edges, where high values of ~E can appear
causing high values of ~J .
Since relatively large values of nJ can be contributed to the mesh resolution and the
edges of the grains, they do not represent most accurately the localization factor. For this
reason, a better approach is to use maximum and average currents owing through the
grains. This grain current localization factor nI is dened by eq. (2.23), where Ig is an
integral of the current density through a single grain dened in eq. (2.24).
nI(V ) =
Imax(grain)
Iavg(grains)
(2.23)
Ig =
1
2
Z
Sg
j ~J  ~dsj; I99 =
i=nX
i=1
Ig(i)
n = N

I99=0:99Itot:
; p =
n
N
100;
(2.24)
Results of current localization factor are shown in Fig. 2.9, where the same voltage
dependency as in case of nJ can be observed. The peak appears at a varistor nominal
voltage Vn but with 100 times lower magnitude than nJ . The maximum value of current
localization factor nI was calculated to be near 170. The values of nI can represent a more
physically correct evaluation of current localization since the grain currents are evaluated
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rather than the current density. Both nJ and nI are highly voltage dependent showing
bell-shaped characteristic. Results are in agreement with former work presented in [14]
with a dierence in magnitudes and characteristic shape. In this work, the localization
factor expresses more narrow voltage range of high localization while in former reports [14]
the obtained nJ characteristic has a substantially wider voltage range of high localization.
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Figure 2.9: Voltage dependent current density and grain current localization factors, nJ(V )
and nI(V ) respectively.
When discussing current localization in the varistor ceramics Vojta [15] proposed a
participation factor estimation in order to evaluate the number of grains participating
in the current ow. We have taken the same approach with a slight modication. The
participation ratio p(V ) is dened with the set of equations (2.24). The evaluation of
participation factor is performed by evaluating single grain currents and averaging them.
Next step is to rearrange evaluated grain currents in descending order. Summation of
grain currents over iterator i = 1 to i = n is done until the obtained current sum reaches
99% of the total current. This will dene k value as the number of grains participating in
99% of total varistor current.
Result of participation factor p(V ) are shown in Fig. 2.10, where voltage dependency
is visible and indicates (once more) that the localization is highest at voltage values near
the varistor nominal value Vn. At voltage values corresponding to the modeled varistor
leakage region the participation factor is near 60% indicating slight non-uniformity, at
voltage values near the nominal voltage the participation factor drops down to only 20%.
With voltage increase the participation factor tends to saturation (more than 70%). This
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phenomena can be explained as follows: at low applied voltages all grain boundaries are
low-conductive ("closed"), where some ohmic paths are dened allowing some amounts of
current non-uniformity. At TOV applied voltages the conductivity increase ("opening") of
the grain boundaries is in process, where each boundary expressed dierent characteristic.
In this process some preferred paths are created causing maximum current localization. At
high applied voltages all boundaries highly conductive ("open") resulting in more uniform
current distribution.
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Figure 2.10: Voltage dependent grain participation factor p(V ).
Presented results are in good agreement with former investigation on energy handling
capability of the varistor presented in [27], which indicates that varistor energy handling
capability is lowest at a TOV region. The results presented here show that the reason
for such energy handling capability characteristic is current localization phenomena. The
participation ratio can thus also help in dening varistors energy handling values as voltage
dependent quantities. The later one would be discussed in the second part of the doctoral
thesis.
2.4.2 Comparison of simulation and measurement results
To evaluate the developed FEM model measurements on a real varistor were performed.
Since the physical denition of the model is extracted from real varistor it is natural to
compare the IV characteristic of the model and an actual varistor (V300S40). The results
showed in Fig. 2.11, reveal excellent matching.
Final conrmation/evaluation of the model is done by measuring the current localiza-
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Figure 2.11: Measured and FEM calculated IV characteristic of the V300S40 [64] varistor.
tion on an actual varistor (V300S40) and comparing the result with simulations. When
measuring current localization on actual varistor the electrodes with nite size are needed.
This results in lower localization factors since wider electrodes average the current through
the geometry below them. To coordinate measurements and simulations the electrode cur-
rent localization factor ne dened by (2.25) is also calculated in a simulation model.
ne(V ) =
Imax(electrode)
Iavg:(electrodes)
(2.25)
This is done by dening a nite amount of electrode segments on a varistor bottom side and
evaluating the current through them. Consequently, a simulation model bottom electrode
was segmented into 4 equal parts and current through them was evaluated for dierent
applied voltages. In an actual varistor (shown in Fig. 2.13) the bottom electrode was also
segmented enabling us to measure the current through an individual segment and evaluate
the localization factor.
Figure 2.14 shows the experimental set-up for the electrode localization measurements.
Results of measured localization factor are shown in gure Fig. 2.12. Measurements are
in acceptable agreement with simulation results with a dierence in the magnitude and
position of the highest ne value. The dierence in values is expected as it arises from
dierences in sizes of the model and an actual varistor. The size of the segmented electrodes
also plays an important role when measuring a localization factor; using smaller electrodes
would result in even larger localization factor. The size of electrodes segments was governed
by the possibility of the measurements itself. Too small electrodes would cause varistor
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Figure 2.12: Current localization factor ne on the electrodes. Comparison between mea-
sured and simulated electrode current localization factor.
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Figure 2.13: V300S40 varistor with 4x4 segmented electrode
Figure 2.14: Testing set-up for electrode localization measurements. Picture features:
varistor specimen, current probes and oscilloscope. Current source is not shown.
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damage during measurements at high voltages (currents).
The dierence between simulated and measured voltages at which peak localization
factor appears may be explained by the fact that the threshold voltages of series produced
varistor can deviate for 10 %, which may shift the peak position of the localization
factor. The most important result observable from Fig. 2.12, is the "narrowness" of
the localization factor characteristic, which conrms simulation results indicating highest
localization of current near the varistors threshold voltages. The results are conrming
the suitability of the presented model (GB derivation), which can (will) be further used
to provide more insight into varistor physical behaviour. Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.11 are a
quantitative validation of the presented model.
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36
3 A 3D model of the varistor microstruc-
ture
3.1 Geometry and physics of the 3D model
When modeling electrothermal characteristics of the MOVs former published research [14{
16, 18, 19, 29] have mainly used a 2D Voronoi network, which can be only justied by
comparing it to the polished surface of the MOV (see Figs. 1.3 and 1.5). A real MOV
microstructure excludes symmetries in any direction, thus a 3D Voronoi network should
be used as shown in [24]. Nonetheless, a 3D Voronoi network fails to represent the actual
sphericities of the MOV microstructure, thus the more truthful approach is to use the
grain-growth model [43].
The unpolished SEM imaging of the typical commercial MOV surface is shown on
Fig. 3.1. Comparing the grain structure shown in Fig. 3.1 with those shown on Fig. 1.3,
the dierence is clearly observable, justifying the usage of the grain-growth model instead
of the Voronoi network.
Random MOV polycrystalline microstructure was generated by using the Neper soft-
ware [43] developed by Quey et al. [44] and then imported into Comsol FEM package [66].
Due to an immense number of grains in the actual MOV we have focused on analyzing the
fraction of the microstructure represented by 100 m3 polycrystal cube again containing
3000 grains. This leads to the average grain size of about 7:5m, which is in line with the
state-of-the-art MOVs used in industrial applications.
The geometry of the model is shown in Fig. 3.2, where a typical polycrystalline struc-
ture is observed with a characteristical log-normal grain size distribution [10,69].
Governing time-dependent electrothermal equations of the model are Poisson's equa-
tion (3.1) for the unknown electrical potential distribution with electric potential-eld-
current relations, and heat equation (3.2) for the heat conduction and temperature distri-
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Figure 3.1: SEM imaging the unpolished MOV surface. Grain size distributions of typical
commercial varistors. Adapted from [10,35,70]
bution in solids [71{73],
~r  ( ~rV ) + @
@t
(~r  (0r ~rV )) = 0;
~J =  ~E + 0r
@ ~E
@t
;
(3.1)
dcp
@T
@t
+ ~r  ( k~rT ) = j ~Ej2;
~q =  k~rT;
(3.2)
where V is the electric potential, ~E electric eld strength, ~J current density, T tempera-
ture, ~q heat ux, 0 vacuum permittivity, and respectively the , r, d, cp, and k, materials
electrical conductivity, permittivity, volumetric mass density, heat capacity, and thermal
conductivity.
Electrothermal coupling of the model is evident from the right side of the eq. (3.2),
where heating is dened as electric volumetric power losses j ~Ej2.
Electric eld boundary conditions are dened as follows: For upper surface (Fig. 3.2
marked with red) the prescribed applied voltage V is dened. The bottom GND surface
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(Fig. 3.2 marked with blue) is set to 0 V. Remaining surfaces of the model shown with
yellow on Fig. 3.2, are electrical insulation surfaces described as
~n  ~J = 0: (3.3)
According to the presupposition of modeling only a fraction of the MOV microstruc-
ture, the question of heat dissipation through outer surfaces arises. We should emphasize
the fact that during overload and surge events the adiabatic heating of the varistor body
can be assumed since such events are lasting in the range of s to tens of seconds, thus
no signicant heat dissipation could be reached. The adiabatic heating process is dened
by applying the boundary condition (3.4),
~n  ~q = 0; (3.4)
setting the outward heat ux to zero (Fig. 3.2). Vector ~n in eq. (3.3) and (3.4) is the
external normal unit vector.
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Figure 3.2: 3D model of the varistor microstructure. a) Representation of the varistor
microstructure by 100m3 polycrystal cube having 3000 grains. Sections of the 3D mi-
crostructure have been hidden in order to show inner structure. FEM boundary conditions
are also indicated. b) Representation of grains and grain boundary quantities used in the
FEM analysis. c) Distribution of grain sizes of the shown polycrystal cube showing char-
acteristic log-normal distribution. Average grains size is 7m.
In addition to previous boundary conditions, to facilitate a MOV non-linear behavior,
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a grain-to-grain boundary (GB) condition, as discussed in the previous chapters, is also re-
quired. Detail derivation of such boundary condition, represented with voltage-dependent
surface resistance GB, has been discussed in the previous chapters, where here we assume
that voltage dependent grain-to-grain contact resistance is time invariant. GB condition,
given by the eq. (2.21), is assigned to each grain junction in the modeled geometry as
shown in Fig. 3.2. Further, the GB conductivity temperature dependence is empirically
added by the additional term (1 + (TGB=Tm)
5) as,
GB(VGB; TGB)=
(V ) l
(V )+l
=(1+(TGB=Tm)
5); (3.5)
where TGB is the boundary temperature and Tm830 C represent the Bi-rich phase melt-
ing point [5,8,25]. Such representation of the GB conductivity increase due to the temper-
ature is consistent with the previous experimental ndings reported by Matsuoka [8,74,75],
where we should note that reported behavior represent the temperature dependence of Bi-
rich phase material itself excluding the eect of GB JE characteristics. The conductivity
of the intergranular (Bi-rich phase) layer as a function of the temperature is shown on the
Fig. 3.3.
In order to more robustly conrm the derived GB condition, for the 3D model the
derivation of GB characteristics follows from a dierent type varistor, namely V550P55VGX
from the manufacturer Varsi [64]. This was done to once more check the generality of the
model. The parameters values of the equation (2.21) used in the 3D model are next:
b2 = 0:02033; b3 =  0:000293, = 0:001, AMOV = 18:15 cm2 surface of the V550P55VGX,
Nv=10, l=100 k
m
2.
The parameter b1 has been randomly generated for each boundary so as to produce
the nonuniformities in the GB breakdown voltages [13, 17, 76] as well, giving the GB
characteristic as shown in Fig. 3.4. The values of GB breakdown voltages are scattered
according to the Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 1:5 V having the lowest and
largest values of 1:2 V and 1:8 V, respectively. The resulting average value of the parameter
b1 was 0:245.
FEM formulation of the GB is dened as the GB current density condition given as,
 ~n  ~J = 

1
GB(VGB)
+ cs
@
@t

(V1   V2); (3.6)
where cs is the surface capacitance in F=m
2. Via GB parasitic capacitance cs the additional
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Figure 3.3: The resistivity of the intergranular (Bi-rich phase) layer as a function of the
temperature. Adapted from [8].
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capacitance-dependent time-domain extension of GB behavior is facilitated. This should
not be mistaken with the time invariance of the pure GB surface resistance described
earlier.
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Figure 3.4: Voltage-dependent grain boundary surface resistance GB. Shaded area shows
the region of GB for a given distribution of GB breakdown voltage. Histogram (inserted
plot) shows the distribution of the GB breakdown voltage VGB having an average value of
1:5 V.
Determination of the MOV GB's surface capacitance cs has been performed by mea-
suring the total capacitance of the V550P55VGX MOV (30 nF) and approximating the
total area of the inter-granular surfaces in the microstructure (0:3 m2=cm3) yielding the
value of the cs to approximately 1 nF=m
2.
Figure 3.5 shows the measured parasitc capacitance of the V550P55VGX from 100 to
1 MHz. Amplitude of the LCR meter excitation signal was set to 1 Vpp, thus the varis-
tor was, voltage-dependent conduction-wise, in leakage region conducting only capacitive
current.
Last crucial aspects of the model are material properties. The conductivity of the
MOV's ZnO grains has been formerly investigated [17, 48] suggesting the values in the
range of 10 100 S=m. However, during the simulations, we have found out that optimal
value leading to the good agreement with measurements needs to be around 500 S=m. This
dierence of additional 5 times increase in grains conductivity than usually reported may
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come from the fact that values in the range of 10 100 S=m are mainly extracted from
the up-turn region of the macroscopic varistor IV characteristic thus, do not completely
exclude the eect of the GB, as for example discussed in [51,77] and in previous chapter.
Additionally, the observed dierence in expected and applied grain conductivity may also
be a consequence of an error produced during the simulations and as well during the
indirect specic grain resistance calculation [77].
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Figure 3.5: Measured parasitic capacitance Cp of the V550P55VGX MOV.
Grains conductivity has a signicant temperature dependence, where a majority of
reports do claim negative (NTC) [25,51,78{80] while others suggest positive (PTC) [41,81]
temperature coecient. Claims of PTC eect of the grains conductivity [41,81] may well
be true but the reported rate of change is insignicant to cause dierent overall behavior
of the model. In this work, the grains conductivity was set to constant value mainly due
to the two reasons: rst, the current transport in TOV region is largely dominated by GB
conductivity, and second, simplication of the model.
Thermal conductivity of the ZnO, MOV grains and intergranular Bi-rich phases have
been reported in [61,79,82{85], where some dierentiation between the values is observable,
both for the pure ZnO micro-grains and Al-doped ZnO, as reported in [83{85] and [79].
Authors in [79, 84, 85] have reported a considerably constant value of ZnO micro-grains
thermal conductivity during the heating process.
The GB heat capacity was the heat capacity of the Bi-oxide phase, which is nearly
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constant through temperature region of interest [86,87]. Heat capacity of MOV grains also
shows signicant temperature dependence as reported in [18, 25, 41] from were the values
used here are taken. Material properties are summarized in Table 3.1.
The heat capacity and volumetric mass density of the GB could be, as well, disregarded
since from the model point of view the Bi-rich phase (i.e. GB) has zero thickness thus
zero volume. Nonetheless, the Comsol environment enables so-called "Layered material"
simulations, where, without additional modication of the geometry, the thickness of the
boundaries could be added to the computation; thus, eectively considering GB boundaries
with non-zero thickness during thermal analysis. We have made use of this functionality,
where each GB, as shown on Fig. 3.2, has set to have 1 m of thickness.
Table 3.1: FEM model material properties
Property ZnO(grain) Bi-rich phase (GB)
Conductivity  500 (S=m) GB (
m
2)
Vol. density  5400 (kg=m3) 8900 (kg=m3)
Heat capacity cp 0:4T + 385 (J=kgK) 250 (J=kgK)
Thermal conductivity k 20 (W=mK) 1 (W=mK)
Relative permittivity r 8:4 4
3.2 Results - 3D model
To assess the developed model a comparison of measured and calculated varistor JE
characteristics was performed. Since the physical denition of the grain boundary was
extracted from an actual varistor (V550P55), it is preferential to compare its characteristic
with the calculated one. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.6 indicating an excellent
quantitative correlation with a small deviation on breakdown and upturn region, which
is insignicant when considering the 10% tolerance of the IV datasheet curves. An
adequate correlation between measured and calculated JE characteristic is an essential
criterion for credible evaluation of the exclusively calculated quantities such are current
distribution, participation ratio, hot-spot temperature, and EACs.
The voltage-dependent current localization inside the modeled microstructure, for dif-
ferent overvoltage stresses, is shown in Fig. 3.7. At values of applied overvoltage stress
corresponding to the leakage region, the current distribution is slightly non-uniform. When
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the applied overvoltage reaches a TOV range the maximum localization occurs generat-
ing the dominant percolation path. At overvoltages going from TOV to surge range, the
current distributes across the whole microstructure leading to the nearly uniform distri-
bution. The current distribution as shown in Fig. 3.7 (c) suggests that the creation of the
main percolation path, which would eventually lead to the puncture failure, occurs on a
single-grain width.
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Figure 3.6: Measured (datasheet) JE characteristic of V550P55VGX varistor and simu-
lated JE characteristics of the presented 3D model. Markers denote measured/simulated
points, where the solid line represents interpolated values.
Quantitative evaluation of the current localization is described by the participation
factor formerly proposed by Vojta and Clarke [15], Topcagic et al. [48] and as well in
the previous 2D model. The denition of the participation ratio representing the amount
of microstructure volume carrying the majority of the current is dened by the set of
the equations (2.24). The voltage-dependent characteristic of the participation factor
for a 3D model is shown in Fig. 3.8, indicating the occurrence of maximum localization
at overvoltages ratio equal to  1:1. At overvoltages less than 0:75, corresponding to
the modeled varistor's leakage region, the participation factor is > 80% indicating slight
non-uniformity, at overvoltage ratio of 1:05 1:2 the participation factor drops down to
only 4%. With overvoltage increase, the participation factor tends to saturation (more
than 80%). The obtained results are in good agreement with previous reports [15, 48]
and 2D results (see Fig. 3.8) but nonetheless conrming more severe conditions deduced
experimentally [33].
The results of the participation factor p(V=Vn) and EACs could be as well rearranged to
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 3.7: Distribution of the current density log10(j ~J j) (in logarithmic scale) at dierent
overvoltage ratios, which corresponds to applied electric eld E divided by nominal electric
led E=En as follows: a) 0:28, b) 1:09, c) 1:18, d) 1:50, e) 1:90 and f) 2:50, where the
knee(breakdown) electrical eld of the 3D model was approximately 117:0 V=mm. Such
value is a consequence of the breakdown electric eld of the V550P55VGX varistor (En =
113:0 V=mm) on which the 3D model parameters are based. The creation of percolation
(preferable) current paths as well as current distribution with respect to overvoltage ratio
is clearly visible. Some sections of microstructure are hidden so as to show the current
distribution inside the model.
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Figure 3.8: Voltage-dependent grain participation factor p(V ) in respect to the applied
overvoltage E=En, where En is a MOV's nominal (breakdown) electric eld. Participation
ratio reaches the lowest value of  3:7% at the overvoltage level equal to  1:1. Sim-
ulated voltage-dependent energy absorption capability EAC with respect to the applied
overvoltage. The lowest EAC values at TOV range are in the range of 300   400 J=cm3.
provide the current-dependent participation factor and EACs, which may be preferential
in certain calculations. This is shown in Fig. 3.9, where we can observe that an EACs,
for complete TOV range, can be considered as constant. The dierence between Fig. 3.8
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Figure 3.9: Current-dependent participation factor p(V ) in respect to the current overload
J=Jn, where Jn is a MOV's nominal(breakdown) current density corresponding to the
MOV 1 mA nominal current In. Simulated current-dependent energy absorption capability
EAC. The discussed shift of the characteristics is taken into account in the plot.
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and Fig. 3.9 is a consequence of the fact that a small voltage changes produce extensive
current changes, thus the dierence in plots' "width". The calculated EAC results, shown
in Fig. 3.9, even more clearly indicates a good relation with the measurements [28].
The dynamic electrothermal behavior of the model has been scrutinized with the com-
parison of measured and calculated varistor's current response, and by the evaluation
of EACs, under specied TOV stress. The measured current response of the varistor
specimen, stressed by the 1:15 overvoltage, is shown in Fig. 3.10. Such overload induces
an extensive heat dissipation, which is, in accordance with the previous results, highly
localized.
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Figure 3.10: Measured and simulated current conduction of the varistor under 1:15 DC
overload (overvoltage ratio). Simulated temperature rise of the hot spot. Characteristic
conduction state regions A, B, and C are indicated with dashed lines at times ts and tf .
After the initial current drop (Region A, up to time ts), which will be discussed later,
the current conduction stabilizes and as well producing the severe heat accumulation and
temperature rise in the main percolation path. Such condition progressively leads to
the creation of hot-spot with temperatures above 400-500 C causing permanent varis-
tor degradation with increased current (Region B, up to time tf). Continuing current
conduction, above the time tf , leads to further hot-spot temperature increase eventually
exceeding the melting temperature (830 C) of intergranular Bi-rich phase.
During the melting process of the Bi-rich phase, the highly conductive layer, surround-
ing the individual ZnO grains, is created, eectively bypassing the GB. This is manifested
in the drastic current increase clearly elucidated on the Fig. 3.10, which ultimately leads to
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complete melting of the percolation path i.e. MOV's pinhole (puncture) failure. Evidence
of this process is reported in [35] and indicated in Fig. 3.11, where authors had observed
a larger amount of the Bi-rich phase, with respect to the un-stressed MOV, in the areas
of the MOV body close to the pinhole.
a) b)
Figure 3.11: a) Typical microstructure observed on the unstressed MOV body. b) Mi-
crostructure observed at the vicinity of the pinhole failure. Taken from [35].
The aforementioned electrothermal process is experimentally observable almost exclu-
sively via current measurements as shown in Fig. 3.10; thus, so as to visualize and under-
stand the nature of these events a numerical simulation is needed. By applying the same
overload stress the heating and temperature distribution in the modeled microstructure is
calculated in accordance with the presented model.
The temperature distribution across the microstructure, at times ts and tf , is shown in
Fig. 3.12, where the plots a) and c) represent the temperature magnitude and b) and d)
isothermals. In Fig. 3.12 we can observe the creation of pinhole already at time ts, where
the temperature of the hot-spot reaches approximately 150 C. Nonetheless, even with
the maximum temperature occurring at single-grain width percolation path, the max-min
temperature dierence across the modeled structure is merely 1 C. This temperature
dierence remains even up to time tf at which the hot-spot reaches approximately 600
C.
According to eq. (3.5), the GB resistance is temperature dependent (mimicking the
Bi-rich phase melting (see Fig. 3.3), thus inuencing the current conduction as it is shown
in Fig. 3.10. After the time tf , the GBs are reaching the melting temperature of the Bi-
rich phase causing their resistances to drop rapidly eventually leading to the sharp current
increase. From Fig. 3.12, the consistency between expected and observed temperatures in
the microstructure is seen further validating the presented model. Furthermore, observed
min/max temperature dierence across the microstructure is in line with the experimental
results [17] indicating the width of the pinhole in range of 100 m to 1 mm, where the
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evaporation of the material should be considered (see Fig. 1.7).
The comparison of the measured and calculated current response shown in Fig. 3.10
indicates an excellent correlation, where the quasi-steady conduction, up to time ts, and the
runaway, after the time tf , is observable. The time progression of the hot-spot temperature
and the current conduction is in accordance with the previous reports [15,27] also showing
the occurrence of the conduction runaway at a hot-spots temperature in the range of
500-600 C.
The calculation of EAC has been performed by applying dierent overvoltage ratios
(1.1-2.3) to the modeled geometry and evaluating absorbed energy up to the time tf at
which thermal runway starts. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8 indicating lowest EAC
values ( 500 J=cm3) at TOV range and highest values ( 2300 J=cm3) at surge region.
Clearly, such dependency of the EAC is due to the current localization within the MOV
microstructure and eective volume decrease elucidated by the participation factor p.
The obtained numerical results are in good agreement with experimental data previously
reported in [28,30] (see Fig. 1.11).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3.12: Distribution of the temperature at dierent times under  1:1 DC overload
(overvoltage ratio). Creation of a pinhole failure. Figures a) and c) are showing tempera-
ture distribution at times ts and tf respectively. Figures b) and d) are showing isotherm
contours on times ts and tf respectively. The creation of a pinhole is visible on both gures,
where the isothermals clearly indicate the pinhole path. Sections of microstructure are
hidden so as to show the temperature distribution.
3.3 Dynamic (IVt) MOV model
The puncture failure behavior of the MOVs under TOVs discussed in the sections above is
well recognized in the eld of the surge protection. The thermal runaway characteristics of
the MOVs are greatly considered when dimensioning the SPDs, where most manufactur-
ers prevent uncontrolled MOV failure by the in-series thermal disconnector. However, the
mathematical representation of a MOV element used in the circuit analysis (LTSpice [88],
ATP-EMPT [89]) of the SPDs and surge arresters are still based on static IV characteris-
tics, thus failing to accurately predict the dynamic behavior of the MOV under TOVs. We
should not confuse this with the high-frequency models of the surge arresters presented in
[90{92] commonly used in time-domain transients analysis.
Herein, we provide the analysis of a particular behavior of MOVs under TOVs, stress-
ing the need for extending the IV characteristic of MOVs in the time domain so as to
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accurately predict the dynamic performance of the MOV-based SPDs.
MOV specimens have been stressed with the aid of a constant voltage-regulated DC
source with maximum current of 15A. This ensures that the observed current conduction is
controlled entirely by the varistor specimen characteristics. Regular (linear) voltage source
would, with its series resistance, inuence the current conduction of the MOV specimen
disabling the correct evaluation of the further discussed quantities.
The applied overvoltage ratio, varied between 1.15 and 1.25, forcing conduction cur-
rents via varistors between (20 200 mA=cm2) up to the time instant of varistor failure.
The current ow through varistors under DC overload stress was found to vary with time
in the following manner; initially the current exhibits an exponential drop followed by
quasi-stable conduction for a time duration which, depending on the magnitude of the
overload stress, is followed by a rapid increase in current up to the failure of the varistor.
Such behavior resembles a U-shaped current-time curve shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Time response of the varistor's current conduction under DC overloads (over-
voltage ratios): 1.18, 1.21, 1.22, and 1.23. For two dierent overvoltage ratios a simulated
MOV response, by using the proposed model and LTSpice [88] environment, is also shown.
The value of qc is determined by the amount of charge q at which the current conduction
reaches quasi-steady-state (see eq. (3.8)).
Thus, the time-dependent current conduction through varistors can be divided into
three regions associated with dierent conduction state indicated on Figs. 3.10 and 3.13
as:
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 Region A - an exponential decrease of the current; if the TOV is interrupted before
the time ts, varistor remains functional without any degradation,
 Region B - quasi-stable current conduction with a slightly increasing trend up to the
time tf ; varistor degrades, and this stress limits its lifetime,
 Region C - a sharp increase of the current up to the varistor failure; varistor is
irreversibly degraded, and even if the nominal system voltage is restored, it will go
to thermal runaway.
By analyzing data and with the aid of 3D model we concluded that the present U-
shaped curve of current conduction over time is associated with the following mechanisms:
 The sharp decrease of the current under the application of a constant DC voltage (Re-
gion A) cannot be a direct consequence of solely the PTC behavior of the ZnO grains
reported in [41, 81]. Calculated microstructure temperatures (< 300 C, Fig. 3.12)
for times less than tf as well as the reported rate of change of the PTC [41, 81] are
too low to cause such current drop. With the 3D model, we have also concluded
that the GB parasitic capacitance cannot resolve the observed current decrease, at
applied step voltage, even if we set the cs parameter (10 10000) times larger than
predicted by measurements. We should note that, the current conduction in Re-
gion A should not be mistaken with the eect of the MOVs heat treatment process.
The heat treatment (annealing) of the MOVs causes the change (increase) of the
varistor's breakdown voltage [6] thus, the related current measured before and after
the annealing process is dierent (decreased). If the IV measurements are taken on
dierent stages of annealing process a curve similar to those shown in the Region
A would be obtained. However, the annealing process and the physics behind it
are discussed only up to the breakdown voltage region (leakage region) and for the
static conditions. In the presented paper, the current loads are much higher than the
1mA current and the time intervals much shorter (seconds) than those used in heat
treatment processes (hours). Additionally, the heat treatment involves the uniform
heating of the MOVs using furnaces, where here the heating is non-uniform and
produced by the highly localized electric currents (TOV overloads). Nevertheless,
current conduction in Region A may involve, for some fraction of time, physicochem-
ical mechanism occurring in the microstructure during the varistors heat treatment
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processes. However, the only possible explanation is considered to be a charge trap-
ping and recombination in the GB area as discussed by Matsuoka [8] leading to
polarization currents similar to those reported in [45, 46, 93, 94], extended to the
TOV (MOV nonlinear) region, where the physical mechanisms of polarization have
not been claried yet. To the authors' knowledge, there were no reports discussing
such phenomena. Mathematical models of the aforementioned behavior in Region A
have been discussed in [95].
 Quasi-steady conduction in Region B is associated with the strong non-uniform
conduction resulting in an intense increase of temperature (from 200 C at ts to 600
C at tf), in the localized current paths (Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.12).
 Further temperature increase (> 800 C) melt the Bismuth-rich phase that coats
the grains, as experimentally shown by He et al. in [35], progressively leading the
rapid current increase, thermal runaway, and the varistor puncture.
From the discussion above this peculiar U-curve characteristic can be modeled as shown
in Fig. 3.13, where times ts and tf are functions of absorbed charge and energy density,
respectively.
Examining the measurements and simulations, we have observed that for the measured
MOV specimens a steady state conduction (border of Regions A and B) is reached at time
ts, when a characteristic amount of charge qc in As=cm
3 is conducted, and the thermal
runaway (border of Regions B and C) occurs when a characteristic amount ec of the EAC
is absorbed.
For approximating the observed time-dependent behavior of the MOV, and facilitating
the extension of the static (IV ) characteristics into the time domain i.e (IV t), a following
phenomenological model is proposed,
I(V; t)=
1
2
I0(V )

k+

qc
qc + q(t)
pq
+

e(t)
ec
pe
; (3.7)
where I0 is an initial current deduced from static IV characteristic (as for example well-
known I = In(V=Vn)
 or others [18, 30, 39, 48, 67]), k a tting parameter in the range of
(0:8  1:2) adjusting the ratio J0=Js (I0=Is) for a specic varistor type, qc previously dis-
cussed characteristic charge density, q= 1mv
R
I(t)dt absorbed charge density, ec previously
discussed characteristic energy density, e = 1mv
R
I(t)V (t)dt absorbed energy density, pq
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and pc tting powers in the range of (5   6), and mv a MOV volume.
As it is clear from the description, the parameters of the eq. (3.7) must be obtained
experimentally for every MOV (ceramics) type. Such a process is nothing more labor-
extensive than obtaining the parameters for classical MOVs IV curves. Single overload
measurements, with a constant voltage-regulated source, are necessary for every MOV
(ceramics) type to obtain all parameters, where qc and ec could be deduced from the mea-
surements by evaluating charge and energy at times ts and tf , as given in equations. (3.8)
and (3.9).
qc=
1
mv
Z ts
0
I(t)dt; ts= tjdI
dt
0; (3.8)
ec=
1
mv
Z tf
0
V (t)I(t)dt; tf = tjt>0& II0 : (3.9)
Implementation of the proposed model, for the measured MOV specimens, was done in the
LTSpice [88]. A comparison of the measured and calculated results is shown in Fig. 3.13.
Model values are as follows:
 ec=600 J=cm3,
 qc=0:27 As=cm3,
 k=0:8,
 pq=5:5,
 and pe=6.
The ec value in the example above is deduced empirically holding for the applied TOV
range. Adapted ec value is in accordance with EACs values under TOVs reported in [28,31]
(see Fig. 1.11), as well with the values calculated by using the presented electrothermal
model.
In order to generalize the model even further, the minimum EAC of the MOV (emin)
is set to be dependent on the overvoltage ratio, thus incorporating the eective volume
decrease showed on Fig. 3.14. The emin is given as,
emin(V=Vn)=emax p(V=Vn); (3.10)
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where the results of p(V=Vn) (Fig. 3.14) have been interpolated with the "Gaussian" tting
function given as,
p(V=Vn)= 1=
 
1 + exp 
  V
Vn
 1:01
0:45
2:4
 0:16: (3.11)
and the emax is a maximum EAC of the MOV and it should not be misunderstood as
the declared energy rating of the MOV provided by the manufacturers. The MOV energy
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Figure 3.14: Voltage-dependent grain participation factor tting expression p(V=Vn) in
respect to the applied overvoltage V=Vn. Dashed lines are a continuation of the expression
in the leakage and surge region. Accuracy of the tting function at leakage region is not
in consideration since there are no signicant overloads and adiabatic heating cannot be
considered as well.
rating declared by the manufacturers always contain a safety margin and describes an
amount of energy, which the MOV can absorb without the failure. On the contrary, in
this work, we operate with EACs, which leads varistor to the failure. This dierentiation
is also pointed out by Ringler et al. [28].
The emax can be calculated by assuming the uniform current conduction across the
MOV (which is the case under surge region Fig. 3.8) and considering the material prop-
erties given in Table 3.1 as,
emax= Tcp; (3.12)
where T  1000 K is the temperature needed to complete melting of the intergranular
layers leading to the failure. Thus, the typical value of emax would be in the range of
 2500 J=cm3, as shown in Fig. 3.8 and reported in [28].
Such values of emax leads to emin(V=Vn) values at lowest participation ( 4% at TOV
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range) in the range of  100 J=cm3, which is lower than measured [28, 31] (see Fig. 1.11)
and simulated (Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9) EACs values.
The reason for this is the fact that participation factor p(V=Vn) presented here does
not take into account the heat sink eect of the rest of the microstructure. The values
of emin  100 J=cm3, given by eq. (3.10), should be considered as the most conservative
estimation of the MOVs EACs. However, such low values have been previously reported
by Khanmiri et al. [30], conrming the possibility of unusually low EACs.
Again, assuming the adiabatic heating in TOV region, the hot-spot temperature can
be as well predicted in the circuit analysis tools by applying the expression,
T =
Z
I(V; t)V (t)
cpmvp(V (t)=Vn)
dt:
Further analysis indicated that the observed initial current drop shown in Fig. 3.13, is in
fact, a manifestation of the MOV's IV characteristic, such as shown in Fig. 3.6, shift to
the left (in current descending direction). This observation is shown in Fig. 3.15, where
the time-dependent current responses (up to time ts), for three dierent overvoltages, are
shown. Alongside the current response curves, two MOV JV characteristics are plotted
each one corresponding to its state of the conduction (initial and quasi-steady).
The observed ratio of the initial and quasi-steady-state current values (J0=Js) was in
the range of 1:8 2:2. One should consider the fact that a majority of the MOV IV
characteristics provided by the manufacturers would be those corresponding to the initial
current conduction. This comes to form the specic way of MOV's IV characteristics
measurements, at which the values are read out before the quasi-steady-state is reached.
The initial characteristic shift to the left and the thermal runaway, which manifests as
the characteristic shift to the right (in current ascending direction), can be modeled for
example with extending the traditional model [40, 48, 68] of the static IV characteristic
into the time domain, as shown in eq. (3.13),
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I=) + b3 exp(  log10(I=))
+b4 exp(log10(I=));
 = 1  k
2
+
k
2

qc
qc + q(t)
pq
+

e(t)
ec
pe
;
(3.13)
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where  is a shifting operator and b1 b4 tting parameters for initial (static) varistor
characteristics.
5  10 2 0:1 0:15 0:2 0:25 0:3 0
1:5
31:18
1:2
Current density (A=cm2)
Ti
m
e (
s)
a) b) d)
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initial J-V char.
at t = 0s
J-V char.
at t = 3s
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Figure 3.15: Indication of the MOV's IV characteristic shift during the application of
TOVs. The initial decrease of the current (up to time ts) results in a MOV IV charac-
teristic shift to the left (in current descending direction). Curves a), b) and c) are MOV
current responses over time for dierent overvoltage ratios (1.17-1.21).
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4.1 Littelfuse MOV model
In the previous sections I have discussed and presented a dynamic model of the varistor.
In this section I will briey discuss and present implementation of the proposed model in
the Spice library le, i.e., subcircuit netlist.
By having a working library of the varistor's dynamic model, the straightforward
and end-user-oriented usage of the model in various surge related simulations is enabled.
Implementation of the model will rely on the so-called Littelfuse [96] varistor model and
library given by equation (4.1).
Littelfuse model of the varistor is very similar to the previously discussed Epcos model
given by equations (2.7) and (3.13). The dierence is in the two additional b parameters
allowing better approximation (tting) of the varistor's measured characteristics.
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I) + b3 2
(  log10(I))
+b4 exp(  log10(I)) + b5 exp(log10(I)) + b6 2log10(I);
(4.1)
where b1   b6 are tting parameters. As in the previous Epcos model, the electrothermal
behavior is introduced via a shifting parameter  as,
log10(V ) = b1 + b2 log10(I=) + b3 2
(  log10(I=))
+b4 exp(  log10(I=)) + b5 exp(log10(I=)) + b6 2log10(I=):
(4.2)
Implementation of the dynamic varistor model (eq. (4.2)) in the Spice netlist (library)
is based on the netlist implementation of the static varistor characteristics (eq. (4.1))
proposed by Littelfuse Inc., as shown in Listing 4.1.
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Listing 4.1: Subcircuit Spice netlist of the static (IV ) varistor model. Model has been
proposed by Littelfuse Inc. [96] and it is widely used in the industry.

Var i s t o r PSpice Model N e t l i s t 


 Harr i s Suppress ion Products
 a bus ine s s un i t o f L i t t e l f u s e Inc .

 December 3 , 1999
 ve r s i o n 4 .2

.SUBCKT MOV 1 2 PARAMS: T=1 C=1pF L=1nH b1=1 b2=0
+ b3=0 b4=0 b5=0 b6=0 b7=100u
Enonln1 3 1 VALUE fT(
+ 10^(
+ +b1+b2 ( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )) 3)
+ +b32^(  l og10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g ))+3)
+ +b4exp(  l og10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g ))+3)
+ +b5exp ( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )) 3)
+ +b6 2^( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )) 3)
+ )
+  10^(
+ b1+b2 ( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7)) 3)
+ +b32^(  l og10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 ))+3)
+ +b4exp(  l og10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 ))+3)
+ +b5exp ( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7)) 3)
+ +b6 2^( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7)) 3)
+ )
+ +l i m i t ( v (4)/ b7v(8) , v ( 8 ) , v ( 8 ) )
+ )g
L s e r i e s 5 6 fLg Rser=0
H H1 4 0 VH H1 1k
VH H1 5 7 0V
R R2 0 4 1G
R s e r i e s 6 2 1u
V V1 3 7 0V
E x zero 8 0 VALUE f10^(
+ b1+b2 ( log10 ( b7/1 e3 ) )
+ +b32^(  l og10 ( b7/1 e3 ) )
+ +b4exp(  l og10 ( b7/1 e3 ) )
+ +b5exp ( log10 ( b7/1 e3 ) )
+ +b6 2^( log10 ( b7/1 e3 ) )
+ )g
R x zero 8 0 1G
C p a r a l l e l 1 5 fCg
.ENDS


                                               
.SUBCKT MOVExample 1 2 PARAMS: TOL=0
X1 1 2 MOV PARAMS: T=f1+TOL/100g L=1nH C=1.1nF
+ b1=3.03440572 b2=0.03301509
+ b3=0.02389687 b4= 0.00662183
+ b5=0.00272826 b6= 0.00241187
.ENDS
                                               
A static (IV ) varistor model shown in Listing 4.1 is widely used in the industry, however,
as it is evident from the code itself, in order to implementation the eq. (4.1) additional
components in the Spice subcircuit netlist are needed.
The main component of the model is an arbitrary voltage source Enonln1 described
by equation (4.1). Since the equation itself contains logarithms it is valid only for positive
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voltage-current values thus, an additional term to the equation is given multiplying the
voltage-current values by  1, which extends the model into the third quadrant.
The model also incorporates the varistors series inductance and parallel capacitance.
The parallel and series resistances are incorporated already in the parameters b1  b6 thus
additional lumped elements are not needed. The R series of 1
 should not be mistaken
for the varistor series resistance as shown in Fig. 1.5. The R series probably serves as an
additional parameter enabling better numerical behaviour of the model. An arbitrary volt-
age source E x zero, a linear current dependent voltage source H H1, and a voltage sources
V V1 and VH H1 are also needed to facilitate the desired varistor behaviour. However, the
role of these components is not completely clear to me. A graphical representation of the
model given in Listing 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The second part of the netlist shows how to implement the additional subcircuit for
specic varistor description, which could be then later called from the simulation environ-
ment directly. To use the discussed varistor model in the LTSpice, the next steps should
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the Littelfuse varistor model described with the
Spice netlist as shown in Listing 4.1. Parameters values and arbitrary sources equations
are indicated. For the reference see Listing 4.1.
be taken:
1. Start the LTSpice new Schematic,
2. Select the voltage/current source (excitation) and other desired components,
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3. Select component menu and under Misc library select the xvaristor element,
4. Copy-paste the netlist from Listing 4.1, save it as text le and manually change the
le extension to .lib (for example MOV LIB.lib),
5. In LTspice environment select .include operator to include the created library, and
6. Right-click on the xvaristor element, and in value eld input the MOVExample
Such a procedure results in the LTspice schematics as shown in Fig. 4.2. Without
further dissection of the discussed varistor model, the extension of the later one, to the
electrothermal (dynamic) domain, can be implemented. According to equation (3.13),
the implementation of IV t model requires addition of a previously derived  parameter
to the current terms. In the Spice netlist shown in Listing 4.1, this is done by dividing
the expressions appearing in the logarithm terms by the parameter . The parameter
 is dened by the arbitrary voltage source Bsigma, where the specic charge q(t) and
absorbed energy e(t) are dened with time-integrals via .func command.
As previously indicated, the parameters describing a specic varistor ceramics, namely,
qc, ec, k, pq, and pe are added from the user side via .param command or implemented
directly in the netlist. An additional parameter eon having possible values (0; 1) is added
in order to enable or disable the thermal behaviour of the varistor. Such functionality
may be desirable for certain simulations. However, as previously discussed, such a model
is valid only for TOV range, where adiabatic heating is assumed. Conditionally, the model
can be also extended to the leakage region, where the operator eon is set to zero for the
varistor currents less than 1 mA.
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Listing 4.2: Subcircuit Spice netlist of the dynamic (IVt) varistor model. Model is based
on the previously discussed Littelfuse Inc. [96] varistor model.

Var i s t o r PSpice Model N e t l i s t 


 Harr i s Suppress ion Products
 a bus ine s s un i t o f L i t t e l f u s e Inc .

 December 3 , 1999
 ve r s i on 4 .2

 Extension o f the model to e l e c t r o t h e r m a l ( IVt ) domain
 Raycap , June 2019 , zumret . topcagic@gmai l . com

.SUBCKT MOV 1 2 PARAMS: T=1 C=1pF L=1nH b1=1 b2=0
+ b3=0 b4=0 b5=0 b6=0 b7=100u
Enonln1 3 1 VALUE fT(
+ pow (10 , (
+ b1+b2 ( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )/ v(9)) 3)
+ +b3pow(2 ,(  l og10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )/ v (9))+3))
+ +b4exp(  l og10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )/ v (9))+3)
+ +b5exp ( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )/ v (9)) 3)
+ +b6pow ( 2 , ( log10 ( l i m i t ( v ( 4 ) , b7 , 1 g )/ v (9))  3))
+ ) )
+  pow (10 , (
+ b1+b2 ( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 )/ v(9)) 3)
+ +b3pow(2 ,(  l og10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 )/ v (9))+3))
+ +b4exp(  l og10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 )/ v (9))+3)
+ +b5exp ( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 )/ v(9)) 3)
+ +b6pow ( 2 , ( log10(  l i m i t ( v(4) , 1g, b7 )/ v (9)) 3))
+ ) )
+ +l i m i t ( v (4)/ b7v(8) , v ( 8 ) , v ( 8 ) )
+ )g
L s e r i e s 5 6 fLg Rser=0
H H1 4 0 VH H1 1k
VH H1 5 7 0V
R R2 0 4 1G
R s e r i e s 6 2 1u
V V1 3 7 0V
E x zero 8 0 VALUE fpow (10 , (
+ b1+b2 ( log10 ( b7/1 e3/v ( 9 ) ) )
+ +b3pow(2 ,(  l og10 ( b7/1 e3/v ( 9 ) ) ) )
+ +b4exp(  l og10 ( b7/1 e3/v ( 9 ) ) )
+ +b5exp ( log10 ( b7/1 e3/v ( 9 ) ) )
+ +b6pow ( 2 , ( log10 ( b7/1 e3/v ( 9 ) ) ) )
+ ))g
R x zero 8 0 1G
C p a r a l l e l 1 5 fCg

S1 1 2 9 0 SW1
. model SW1 SW(Ron=1m Roff=10G Vt=5 Vh=0)

Bsigma 9 0 V=(1 k/2+k/2pow( qc /( qc+q ( time ) ) , 5 )
+ + eonpow( e ( time )/ ec , 6 ) )
. func q ( time ) f( i d t (ABS( i ( R s e r i e s ) ) ) ) / vo l g
. func e ( time ) f( i d t ( v (1) i ( R s e r i e s ) ) ) / vo l g
.ENDS

                                               
.SUBCKT MOVExample 1 2 PARAMS: TOL=0
X1 1 2 MOV PARAMS: T=f1+TOL/100g L=1nH C=10nF
+ b1=3.03440572 b2=0.03301509
+ b3=0.02389687 b4= 0.00662183
+ b5=0.00272826 b6= 0.00241187
.ENDS
                                               
A simple exemplary implementation of the proposed model in the LTspice schematic is
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shown in Fig. 4.2. Parameter (variable)  governs behavior of the varistor's characteristic,
as it has been previously demonstrated; it causes an initial drop in the current value (IV
characteristic shift to the left) followed by a quasi-steady-state conduction and a thermal
runaway (IV characteristic shift to the right), resulting in an exponential current increase.
Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the Littelfuse varistor model extended into the
time domain and described with the Spice netlist as shown in Algorithm 4.2. Parameters
values and description are indicated.
However, at some point, the varistor will fail in the puncture mode producing a full
short-circuit. Such an event cannot be longer described with the variable  thus an
additional netlist element is needed incorporating varistor's full short-circuit.
The most straight-forward approach is to use a voltage controlled switch element
in parallel with the varistor's equivalent circuit, i.e., netlist nodes 1 and 2, which is, when
a certain condition is reached, switched ON (set from high (G
) to low resistance state
(m
)).
Short-circuiting switch control criterion in the form of a voltage signal needs to comply
with the varistor conduction governed by the variable . Since  directly indicates the
state of the varistor conduction it is a precise quantity for the control of the short-circuit
switch.
When  reaches the value of 5-10, the varistor is already deep in thermal runaway state
and its puncture (short-circuit) fail is imminent. Following that empirical observation the
control signal of the voltage controlled switch is directly the variable . As can be seen
from the varistor netlist (see Alg. 4.2),  is implemented as an arbitrary voltage source
(Bsigma) with voltage described by equation (3.15).
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4.2 Basic MOV model
While the Littelfuse model is quite extensive, accurately covering all varistor conduction
region (see Fig. 1.6), I have noticed that it often produces, at least in the LTspice, crashing
of the computation returning an error "time step too small". It also disables usage of the
current source as an excitation element.
One could conceive a varistor model implemented as a voltage-dependent current source
with voltage given by equation (3.15) or (4.2). Such an approach works very well in case of
the current source excitation, which may be the case in surge related simulations. However,
in the case of TOVs and even more broadly a voltage excitation sources are more common.
In other words MOV models based on current-dependent voltage sources do not work
well with voltage excitation sources and models based on voltage-dependent current sources
do not work well with current excitation sources, while vice versa situations do not cause
problems in simulations.
Because of this it is worth mentioning a simple but still very eective implementation
of the dynamic varistor model shown in Fig. 1.5. The Spice netlist implementation of the
varistor model shown in Fig. 1.5 is shown in Listing 4.3, where the creation of the library
le and inclusion of it in the LTspice simulation is done in the same way as previously
discussed.
Irrespectively of the model simplicity it provides much faster computation and good
accuracy at TOV and surge region. The accuracy at TOV and surge region mainly depends
on the proper evaluation of the parameters  and Rs. Note that here  multiplies the
current instead of dividing it as it is the case in the previous model. Model accuracy
at leakage region does not have (if any) a big inuence on the varistor's electrothermal
behavior. Such model works both for current and voltage excitation currents adding
additional robustness to the simulation.
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Listing 4.3: Subcircuit Spice netlist of the dynamic (IVt) varistor model. Model is based on
the basic varistor representation shown in Fig. 1.5. Irrespectively of the model simplicity,
it provides much faster computation and good accuracy at TOV and surge region. Note
that here  multiplies the current.

 Var i s t o r IVt Model N e t l i s t 


 Extension o f the model to e l e c t r o t h e r m a l ( IVt ) domain
 Raycap , June 2019 , zumret . topcagic@gmai l . com

.SUBCKT MOV 1 2 PARAMS: T=1 Cp=1nF Rp=1G
+ Rs=1m alpha=1 In=1e 3 Vn=1
Rs 1 3 fRsg
Cp 3 2 fCpg
B1 3 2 i =(( In ) pwrs (V( 3 ) / (TVn) , ( alpha ) ) )  v (4 )
Rp 3 2 fRpg

S1 1 2 4 0 SW1
. model SW1 SW(Ron=1m Roff=10G Vt=5 Vh=0)

Bsigma 4 0 v=(1 k/2+k/2pow( qc /( qc+q ( time ) ) , 5 )
+ + eonpow( e ( time )/ ec , 6 ) )
. func q ( time ) f( i d t (ABS( i (Rs ) ) ) ) / vo l g
. func e ( time ) f( i d t ( v (1) i (Rs ) ) ) / vo l g
.ENDS

                                               
.SUBCKT MOVExample 1 2 PARAMS: TOL=0
X1 1 2 MOV PARAMS: T=f1+TOL/100g Cp=20nF Rp=1G
+ Rs=20m alpha=48 In=1e 3 Vn=900
.ENDS
                                               
In the previous section I have elaborated the behaviour of the IV t model for DC conditions.
Here, I briey demonstrate a behaviour of the proposed IV t model in the case of AC
conditions.
A varistor specimen having Vn = 740 V has been connected to the power source with a
series resistance of 66 
 and short-circuit capability (prospective current) of 12 A. Open-
circuit voltage was set to 792 Vrms.
The conduction response of the varistor specimen for such load is shown in Fig. 4.3,
where characteristic regions are distinguishable; initial current drop, quasi-steady-state
conduction, thermal runaway, and a puncture failure resulting in short-circuit.
The same varistor specimen type has been measured and accordingly described with
the basic varistor model shown in Listing 4.3. Simulation in the LTspice has been per-
formed, where the generator settings were, of course with some error, the same as in
the case of measurements. Simulated varistor conduction response is shown in Fig. 4.4,
where, yet again, the same conduction states are distinguishable. Simulation matches the
measurements very well with some deviation at the time instant of the short-circuit eect
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(marked with the red circles on Figs. 4.3 and 4.4).
current
voltage
Figure 4.3: Measured varistor conduction response for AC overvoltage stress. Current
conduction states are distinguishable; initial current drop, quasi-steady-state conduction,
thermal runaway, and a puncture failure resulting in short-circuit.
current
voltage
Figure 4.4: Simulated varistor conduction response for AC overvoltage stress. Current
conduction states are distinguishable; initial current drop, quasi-steady-state conduction,
thermal runaway, and a puncture failure resulting in short-circuit. Simulation matches
the measurements very well with some deviation at the time instant of the short-circuit
eect (marked with the red).
Close-up of the measured and simulated current and voltage signals is shown in Fig. 4.5,
where classical AC varistors response in the TOV region is observable.
Energy absorption capability of the varistors discussed in the previous sections shows
nearly a constant value in the TOV range (see Fig. 3.9), i.e., (1 mA=cm2   1 A=cm2) and
thus indicate usability of the proposed IV t model for the entire TOV range. This is a
signicant advantage of the model since the energy absorption capability, through the
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parameter , controls the time instant of the varistors puncture (short-circuit) failure.
Although the model's prediction of the varistor's current conduction is in good agreement
with the measurements further analysis and model checking is still necessary.
current
voltage
10ms/div
300V/div
800mA/div
20ms/div
300V/div
800mA/div
Figure 4.5: Close-up of the measured and simulated varistor's current and voltage signals
under TOV conditions. Classical AC varistors response is observable, where the current
signals, due to the varistor opening and closing, obtains mainly a third harmonic. Voltage
signal is limited according to the varistor characteristics.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Boundary condition and FEM modeling
In former researches on varistor operation [14{16,18{20,24,25] the grain-to-grain "bound-
ary" i.e. node-to-node condition was dened as IV characteristics describing a nonlinear
resistor. This resulted in circuit analysis of a varistor element. The most accepted model
is based on a double Schottky barrier IV characteristic in combination with some em-
pirical expressions. None of the works referenced provide results for a specic varistor.
Instead, normalized values or normalized IV (JE) characteristics are provided. In this the-
sis a direct comparison of an actual and simulated varistor characteristic is done enabling
better estimation of the model suitability. In the presented model a geometry represents
actual varistor grains with geometrical, material and boundary properties while in pre-
vious contributions [14{16, 18, 20] a Voronoi network geometry was used only as a basis
for the generation of a random resistor network resulting in circuit analysis. Although
a combination of Voronoi network and distributed electrical parameters based modeling
of current distribution inside a varistor ceramics provided good results and predictions it
cannot represent varistor ceramics as a geometrical entity dened with material properties
and spatially distributed electric eld.
5.2 Novel IV varistor characteristics model
The EPCOS model (2.7) of the varistor was the basis for derivation of the varistor voltage-
dependent resistance resulting in equation (2.21). The solution involves Lambert function
as a detrimental factor of G(V ). When discussing the results of the paper and Lambert
function the natural question arises: can Lambert function be used as a model of the
varistor IV characteristic itself? In this section a new model of the varistor based on the
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5.3. EACs at surge conditions
Lambert function dened with equations below, is proposed:
V (I) =  W(I) + IRs; (5.1)
V (I) = 1I
1 + 2 W
 
2
I
!
+ IRs; (5.2)
where , , 1, 2, 1, 2 are tting parameters, I varistor current and Rs a series resistance
of the varistor in the surge region. Equation (5.1) represents the basic model of IV
characteristic based on the Lambert function. Equation (5.1) does not seem to provide
good tting with measured IV but an advantage of (5.1) is the simplicity of the expression
and the fact that it gives V = 0 V for I = 0 A, which is important in numerical modeling.
The EPCOS model (2.7) or any other model based on logarithms has singularities at I =
0 A, causing problems in numerical evaluations. Equation (5.2) presents a more complex
varistor characteristic model, which very well ts the measured IV characteristics. For
varistor V300S40 IV characteristic presented in this paper the tting parameters of (5.2)
would be 1  650, 2   50, 1  0:035, 2  0:0002. Some other expressions based on
Lambert function could also be found (used). Interestingly enough, the approximation to
Lambert function shown in (8.1) uses 5 parameters, which can be easily, but not necessarily,
adjusted to optimize the proposed varistor characteristic model given by (5.1) and (5.2).
5.3 EACs at surge conditions
The decrease of the EACs of the varistors, due to the stress-dependent current localization,
quantied by the participation factor (see Fig. 3.8), is observable during the varistor energy
rating measurements. Typically, varistor's energy rating is measured by stressing it with
surge currents, commonly with 8/20 or 10/350 wave according to [21], which is produced
by two types of surge generators namely crowbar- and discharge-type generator [97]. It
can be observed that for the same peak (crest) current, the discharge-types generators
impose higher stresses i.e. varistors could not withstand same current rating deduced
(measured) on crowbar-type generators. The reason for this is very simple; during the
wave tail of the surge current, generated by discharge-type generators, the MOV is exposed
to overvoltage conditions (similar to TOV region) for long times determined by the over-
damping impulse current circuit, whereas for crowbar-type generators the current wave-tail
is interrupted typically within 2 ms. This exposure causes, according to the participation
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factor, additional highly-localized Joule heating on already preheated MOV, eventually
leading to the puncture failure. The ratio between initial J0 and quasi-steady current Js
was observed to be in the range of (1.8-2.0) for the measured MOV specimens. Other types
of MOVs may have dierent ratios while at the time being, to the authors' knowledge,
there is no interpretation of the underlying physical process causing observed J0=Js ratios.
5.4 Future work
Varistor ceramics produced by the sintering process usually has the microstructure with the
distribution of grain sizes following a typical log-normal distribution as shown in Figs. 1.3
and 3.2). However, in certain cases of highly nonuniform varistors [98] and varistors-
alike [36, 99] ceramics, grain size distribution follows - in the lack of better denition - a
double log-normal distribution, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Such a distribution results in two
"gaussian" peaks; the rst peak indicates the average grains size value while the second
(shifted to the right) indicates the average big-grains size value 5.1. Therefore, in such
Figure 5.1: Microstructure and grain sizes of highly nonuniform varistor-alike ceramics.
Adapted from [36,99].
cases, a microstructure has a certain percentage of grains, which are extensively larger than
the mean grain size. In the future it may be interesting to investigate the electrothermal
properties (EACs) of such microstructures, therefore I will briey discuss and layout the
procedure for creating and modelling of such microstructures.
In previous sections a Neper [43] tool for generating the grain-growth microstructure
model with a typical log-normal distribution has been used and obtained results have been
based on such a microstructure. The microstructure is generated by executing (in Linux
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based system terminal) the following command:
neper -T -n 3000 -dim 3 -morpho gg -reg 1 -format stl -domain "cube(1,1,1)"
The executed command results in a .stl le, which can be later imported into the
FEM environment, where -T, -n, -dim, -morpho, -reg, -format, -domain, are op-
tions of commands standing for tessellation enabling, space dimension, number of grains,
morphology selection (gg as grain-growth), regularization enabling (enabling straight sur-
faces at microstructure cube outer surfaces), and output format, respectively. For more
details see Neper [43] user manual.
The rst step in microstructure generation taken by the Neper program is creation of
randomly distributed seeds ((x,y,z) set of points) contained in the desired 3D domain
(in this case 1  1  1 cuboid) from which the grains are "grown". Again, as previously
discussed, this naturally results in the log-normal grains size distribution. However, the
Neper program also enables pre-initialization of the seeds points from the user's side.
This is done by creating a text le containing the seeds coordinates, which is then read by
the program using the command -morphooptiini "coo:file(seeds.txt)". Therefore,
for generation of the microstructure having "user dened" grain size distribution this
functionality can be used.
In order to obtain a highly non-uniform microstructure as shown in Fig. 5.1 the
seeds.txt must be generated accordingly and provided to the Neper program. In or-
der to do so the following steps should be used:
 Generate randomly distributed points (pts) contained in a cuboid boundaries.
 Select and mark a certain fraction of seeds (nbig) from the whole pts set from which
we wish to produce substantially larger (from the average) grains.
 For selected grains (nbig) locate the desired number (nne) of the closets neighbours
and delete/remove them from the set.
The above steps will produce a reduced, by nne+nbig, set pts of seeds, where deleted
points will vacate a larger portion of space around the selected points nbig, which will
then accommodate a larger grain growth. The above procedure can be, for example,
implemented in Wolfram Mathematica as shown in Algorithm 5.1. The code shown in
Algorithm 2.1 is an exemplary case with reduced number of points, where the second part
of the code serves for visualisation of dierent stages of the process described above.
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Algorithm 5.1: Mathematica Wolfram code for generating random set of points (seeds)
for Neper software.
pts = RandomPoint [ Cuboid [ ] , 1 0 0 0 ] ;
nbig = 2 ;
nne = 300 ;
p t s s = De l e t eDup l i ca t e s [ RandomChoice [ pts , nbig ] ] ;
ner = De l e t eDup l i ca t e s [ Flatten [ Table [Drop [ Nearest [ pts ,
p t s s [ [ i ] ] , nne + 1 ] , 1 ] , f i , 1 , Length [ p t s s ] g ] , 1 ] ] ;
ner s = Table [ I f [MemberQ[ ptss , Flatten [ ner [ [ i ] ] ] ] ,
Nothing , ner [ [ i ] ] ] , f i , 1 ,Length [ ner ] g ] ;
p t s f = Complement [ pts , ner s ] ;
Export [ " s eeds . txt " , p t s f ] ;
p l o ta = Graphics3D [fPoint [ pts ] , fOpacity [ 0 . 3 ] , Red,
Sphere [ ptss , 0 . 0 3 ] g , fOpacity [ 0 . 3 ] , Green ,
Sphere [ ners , 0 . 0 2 ] gg , Boxed  ! True ] ;
p lotb = Graphics3D [fPoint [ p t s f ] , fOpacity [ 0 . 3 ] ,
Red, Sphere [ ptss , 0 . 0 3 ] g , fOpacity [ 0 . 3 ] , Green ,
Sphere [ ners , 0 . 0 2 ] gg , Boxed  ! True ] ;
p l o t c = Graphics3D [fPoint [ p t s f ] , fOpacity [ 0 . 3 ] ,
Red, Sphere [ ptss , 0 . 0 3 ] g , fOpacity [ 0 . 2 ] g g ,
Boxed  ! True ] ;
GraphicsGrid [ff plota , plotb , p l o t c gg ]
Figure 5.2 shows the results of the Algorithm 5.1, where the initial generated seeds (black),
selected seeds for big grains (red shell around the points), and selected-than-removed
(green shell around the points) closest neighbouring points are shown.
By using the algorithm described above and setting the pts=1000, nbig=2, ne=300
and importing the seeds.txt into the Neper program a highly non-uniform microstructure
is generated, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
By using this approach the future work would be to evaluate and explore the eect of
the grain size distribution on the energy absorption capability as well as on the participa-
tion factor.
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a) b)
d)
Figure 5.2: Visualization of the procedure of the Algorithm 2.1. a) generation and selection
of points, b) removal of points and c) nal set of points with vacated space around selected
points.
Figure 5.3: Highly nonuniform microstructure generated with the procedure described
above. Portion of the microsturcture is hidden so as to show the inner grains.
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6 Conclusion
Current distribution nonuniformity (localization) of a Metal Oxide Varistor (MOV)is
highly dependent on the applied voltage. Aiming to understand these phenomena a novel
numerical model suitable for FEM analysis is proposed.
A macroscopic model of the varistor microstructure has been developed and the grain
micro-junction boundary condition has been derived based on determination of a voltage-
dependent contact surface resistance.
Simulation results were justied by satisfactory agreement of experimental data and
simulation results.
The presented analysis, although dedicated to specic varistor types commonly used
in industry, can be generalized to any varistor type or even broader - to any structure
composed of a multitude of grain micro-junctions.
The Voronoi network in a 2D and grain-growth model in a 3D model are representing
a simplied representation of varistor's microstructure. All varistor types including the
ones discussed in this thesis are the same when looking from the presented modeling point
of view. In fact, for many varistor types the granulate mixture is the same. What varies
are the physical dimensions (height and cross-section), which are dening the voltage and
current ratings of a specic varistor.
In previous reports cited in the thesis the Voronoi network representation is generally
accepted as a good approximation of the varistors microstructure regardless of dierent
types. However, a grain-growth model provides (in 3D) a much more realistic represen-
tation of the varistors microstructure. In principle there is no reason to constrain the
presented model for only one specic varistor. Of course, each specic varistor is dened
with its own IV characteristic, which is incorporated in the model.
Simulation results indicate that localization of the current distribution is dictated by
the electric eld distribution within the varistor ceramics. The electric eld is mainly
determined by the grain microstructure and contributes to the current non-uniformity;
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this is the reason that in this thesis we did not need to use arbitrarily distributed char-
acteristics of micro-junctions to force additional non-uniformity, as other research teams
are commonly employing.
The proposed approach is quantitatively validated by satisfactory agreement between
calculated and measured IV characteristic and the localization factor. The current local-
ization characteristic is highly dependent on varistor IV characteristic, therefore, it is to
believe that for most accurate estimation of it the calculated IV characteristic should t
the real one most accurately - and this was achieved in this thesis.
In order to advance our understanding and predict the behaviour of metal-oxide varis-
tors even further a 3D electrothermal model of the MOV polycrystalline microstructure
has been developed. The developed model employs the Neper software for the polycrys-
talline structure generation and a COMSOL FEM environment for the electrothermal
physics modeling.
The interdependence of energy absorption capability, nonuniform current conduction
and thermal behaviour have been unequivocally demonstrated. An excellent agreement
has been shown to exist between the calculated and experimental data. Results have been
discussed in the context of the electrothermal properties of the varistor's microstructure
and the eective volume decrease due to the current localization phenomenon.
For prediction of the varistor's dynamic transition from the initial current conduction
up to the thermal runaway the macroscopic criteria have been set on the absorbed charge
and energy. Based on simulation results and experimental data a mathematical formula-
tion of dynamic performance of varistors has been introduced. The traditional static IV
model used for decades in the surge protection industry has been thus extended into the
time domain for the rst time.
The proposed dynamic IV t model ((3.7){(3.13)) can be utilized as a working tool for
prediction of safe disconnection of the varistor-based SPDs in case of TOVs and as a basis
for setting the energy absorption requirements of the SPDs installed in modern AC and
DC power systems.
The 3D model opens the door for further investigations of electrothermal and mi-
crostructure properties of the MOVs. It would be exciting to evaluate the proposed model
on a supercomputer, where a much larger number of grains could be incorporated. Equa-
tion (3.13) has been implemented into a Spice library, enabling direct circuit simulations.
The model is currently under further verication so as to full the industry standards.
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From the results of the proposed varistor model the following conclusions with impor-
tant engineering implications can be drawn:
 In the temporary overvoltage region, where the applied voltage is in the range of the
threshold voltage, the eective volume of the varistor handling 99% of the current
ow is below 5% of the total varistor volume whereas in the surge region it is around
(above) 80% (Figs. 3.9 and 3.8).
 The nonuniformity of the current distribution of the varistor is highest under tem-
porary overvoltage conditions. This localization eect is associated with the most
frequent puncture failure of varistor-based SPDs (Surge Protection Devices) installed
in unstable grids.
 The Energy Absorption Capability (EAC) of the varistor is highly stress-dependent.
A drastic drop of EAC occurs in the varistors nonlinear (breakdown) region. Quan-
titatively the EAC reduces by approximately 50% in a nonlinear region in respect
to EAC at up-turn region of the varistor characteristics. In practice, a nonlinear
region of the varistor characteristics overlaps with the TOV stress conditions, where
the level of EAC remains nearly constant throughout the whole TOV range.
 The IV characteristic of the varistor has been formulated by incorporation of the
electrothermal behaviour of the varistor in the circuit analysis tools. The proposed
IV t characteristics have been examined and compared to the measurements. The
model was implemented into library les for direct usage in the circuit analysis.
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7 Original scientic contributions
1. A novel mathematical formulation of grain-boundary condition for FEM simulations
A novel formulation of the grain-to-grain boundary electrical characteristic given as voltage-
dependent surface resistance has been derived. The proposed formulation enables better
accuracy in simulation of IV characteristics of the varistor and thus more accurate estima-
tions of the current localization in its microstructure. The proposed formulation has been
successfully used in the FEM analysis. Mathematical formulation and modeling approach
have been validated through experimental investigations on industrial-grade varistor. Sim-
ulation predictions were in excellent agreement with experimental results.
2. Development of a 3D FEM model of the varistor microstructure and numerical evalu-
ation of energy absorption capability of the varistor
A new method for generation of a 3D FEM electrothermal model of the varistor's mi-
crostructure has been developed. The model enables accurate estimation of the energy
absorption capability of the varistor microstructure and varistors eective volume decrease
under temporary overvoltages.
3. Development and analysis of the dynamic varistor model
A mathematical formulation of the dynamic performance of the varistor has been intro-
duced. The traditional static IV model has been extended into the time domain enabling
calculation of the varistor dynamic transition, from the initial current conduction up to
the thermal runaway. The model has been implemented into the Spice library so as to be
available for engineering applications.
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8 Appendix A
Lambert function is included in many available software packages as for example Matlab,
Python, Wolfram Mathematica but not in Comsol Multiphysics that is used in this work.
Therefore, an approximation to Lambert function was used [100] in the simulations with
an additional correction. I have observed that the Lambert function approximation (8.1),
W(x) =
2 ln(1 +By)  ln(1 + C ln(1 +Dy)) + E
1 + 1=(2 ln(1 +By) + 2A)
; (8.1)
produces a large error when evaluating W (x)=x for < 0x < 0:01. The correction given
by (8.2) decreases this error signicantly.
Wc(x) =
8><>:
W(x) x > 10 2
x 0 < x  10 2;
(8.2)
where A = 2:344; B = 0:8842; C = 0:9294; D = 0:5106; E =  1:213; y = p2 e x+ 2 and e
a mathematical constant. The plot of the approximation of the Lambert function is
shown in Fig. 8.1. The plot of the errors in the expression W(x)=x produced by the
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W
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)
Figure 8.1: An approximation to Lambert function W(x) evaluated using eq. (8.1).
Lambert function approximation, the corrected approximation and approximation by using
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Wolfram Mathematica ProductLog function is shown in Fig. 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Indication of the error produced by approximation to Lambert function
W(x) [100] evaluated using (8.1) and (8.2). For comparison the evaluation is also done
with ProductLog [65] function.
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9 Appendix B
List of papers that have been published during the research of the topic of this thesis:
 Zumret Topcagic, Thomas Tsovilis, Dejan Krizaj, "Modeling of current distribution
in zinc oxide varistors using Voronoi network and nite element method", Electric
Power Systems Research, vol. 164, pp. 253 - 262, 2018
 Zumret Topcagic, Miha Mlakar, Thomas Tsovilis, "Electrothermal and Overload
Performance Modeling of the Metal-Oxide Varistors", IEEE Transactions on Power
Delivery, doi: 10.1109/TPWRD.2019.2935411, 2019
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